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I TRUSTWORTHINESS
• Be honest • Don't deceNe, cheat or steal • Be reliable — do what you say Kull do
• Have the courage to do the Oght thing • Build a good reputation
• Be lehell — stand by your famtry, friends and country
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Over the last few years,
Calloway
County
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins
has been, well,a bit vocal about
a pair of road issues.
Probably at
half of the
Calloway
County Fiscal
Court meetings
since
2012,
Elkins
has
closed the program with a
rather
stern
statement or
Elkins
two concerning
how he feels about KY 80 that
runs through Calloway County
not having a 65 mph speed limit
and how U.S. 641 South is still
a two-lane road and not four
lanes to the Tennessee state line
at Hazel.
So as the time for a new
gubernatorial election draws
closer - a little less than a month
remains, to be exact - Elkins is
extending a proverbial olive
branch to the person who wins
that election. Those candidates
are Louisville Democrat and
current Kentucky Attorney
Gen. Jack Conway, Louisville
Republican Matt Bevin and

•See Page 2
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But some troublemakers
said, "How can this fellow
[Saul) save us?" They
despised him and brought
him no gifts. But Saul kept
silent.
1 Samuel 10:27
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Good Morning
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to next governor
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
These images show a pair of races that happened Sunday afternoon
during the second annual West Kentucky Chuck Wagon Races near
Cherry Corner in Calloway County. The races were the featured
attraction of a weekend full of western-style activities on the
McCuiston Ranch, drawing a large crowd of both spectators and competitors from throughout the country. Other activities that were offered
were team roping, goat roping, barrel racing, a ranch-style rodeo with
such events as bronc fanning, team sorting and team branding, along
with many others.

Make a Difference Day smashes TV record Tiger Band
takes crown
at Caldwell

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The previous record for old television sets collected for the Make a Difference Day recyclables drive
was 60,set during last year's debut of this feature.
One hour into Saturday's 103rd edition at Roy
Stewart Stadium on the Murray State University
campus and that mark was already surpassed. By the
end of the four-session, well, like many of those sets
will likely be in a few days, that mark had been
smashed into tiny bits and pieces.
"People ended urf turning in 138 TVs. We had 63 in
the first hour," said Make a Difference coordinator
Bill Wells of an overall big day for the event with 444
vehicles coming to MSU. "This is also National
Make a Difference Month so we try to add some special things. It was TVs and the (Shred-It) shredder
and they both had big days.
"I was asking (City of Murray Streets & Solid

II See Page 2

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

"Today, more than 1.6 million
Kentuckians are registered on the
Kentucky Organ Donor Registry,
but we are working to reach 2 million."
With the guidance of the Board of

PRINCETON, Ky. - Make it
four in a row for the Murray
High School Tiger Band.
Saturday night, Murray High
notched its fourth overall championship in as many outings
this season by taking the grand
championship at the Caldwell
County Festival of Pride.
Murray High took the overall
crown over reserve grand
champion Hopkinsville.
Murray High also took first
place in Class A, where it aim;
claimed Best Percussion and
Best Color Guard awards as
well. Crittenden County was
second in Class A.
"Anytime you start off winl
ning your first four competi-1,
tions, you're having a great
year, and we are right now,"
said Murray High Director of
Bands Tim Zeiss."We incorpoi

•See Page 2
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger a Times
Calloway County Jail inmate Byron Strunk, left, assists City of Murray
Street and Solid Waste Manager Ron Allbritten, right, with removing
one of three television sets George Oliver of Murray offered for disposal Saturday during the 103rd Make a Difference Day at Murray
State University.

Calloway's Avery receives spot on Organ Donor Awareness board

Avery

Special to The Ledger
Linda Avery, Circuit Court Clerk
of Calloway County, has been
selected to serve as a member of
the Board of Directors of the
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks'
Trust For Life.
Created by
Kentucky's Circuit Court Clerks in
1992, the Trust For Life is a

statewide 50Ic(3) non-profit
organization that informs, educates, and encourages Kentuckians
to register as organ & tissue donors
to save lives.
"With nearly 1000 Kentuckians
on the waiting list for a lifesaving
organ transplant, the need is greater
than ever," explains Avery.
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WEATHER

Monday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 78. North
northeast wind 5 to 8 mph.

Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
59. North northeast wind 3
to 5 mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 80. North
northeast wind 3 to 7 mph.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
58. Light north northeast
wind.
Wednesday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near
80. Northeast wind 3 to 6
mph.
Wednesday
Night:
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 59. Northeast wind
around 6 mph.

Tiger Band...
From Front
rated some nice new visuals (for
the Batman-themed "The Last
Laugh") this week that we
Aowed for the first time
tonight, and those are the kinds
of things the kids love to do so it
Was good to be able to do that.
"It's also good to see other
bizger
bands, such
as
Hiapkinsville and McCracken
(County) who were not only
both here with us tonight but
they also were at the Festival of
Champions (at Murray State
University) a few weeks ago.
Both of them have improved too
since we saw them,and, keep in
mind, McCracken is only in
their first,year of competing like
this (after Heath, Lone Oak and
teidland high schools consolidated in 2013) and they're gettiog better fast."
'Zeiss also said he liked the
fact that weather conditions
were not exactly ideal Saturday
night in Princeton. Bands there
faced a very stiff north wind at
times, which made colorguard
routines, particularly, quite a
Challenge at times.
' "The wind can really affect
those elements, especially when
you're tossing things into the air
like we do. In fact, one part of
our show (consisting of flipping
objects up and over a large rectangle where the colorguard
catches them on the other side)
we didn't do tonight. and we

f

probably took a small hit (with
the judges).
"Now, later on, we'll have no
choice but to give it a try."
That will come at the end of
October. first, in the Class A
First Region competition at
Hopkinsville, then, provided all
goes well there, at the state
competition in Bowling Green.
"This was also the first night
it's really been kind of cold,so I
was glad to see us face that.
That affects how you sound
sometimes and I thought we did
pretty well with that. And you
do want to face some of that
now," he said of how some regular seasons did not present any
weather challenges ... until the
state competition. "Let's just
say that we've been down that
road before and it didn't go too
well so maybe we're going to be
able to get used to it this time
before (the postseason)."
Murray High is taking this
week off before returning to
action Oct. 17 at the Stadium of
Champions in Hopkinsville.
The Calloway County High
school Laker Band is in the
midst of a two-week hiatus from
competition, having claimed
sweepstakes honors in its last
outing in Paris, Tennessee. That
gave Calloway its first overall
title of 2015 in three outings,
with the other two resulting in
runner-up finishes to the winners by very thin margins. MI

From Front
Waste Manager) Ron Allbritten
what he thought of it all. He
said,'Man Bill! It's like the history of TVs passed before me!—
One person glad that it was TV
collection day was George
Oliver of Murray, who brought
three sets for disposal.
"Whoopo! I was huffing and
puffing getting these things in
the truck to bring them down
here," Oliver said."For sure I'm
glad they've got this going
today."
The shredder did not do too
badly either. Wells said total collections for the shredder alone
was 8.000 pounds of various
paper documents. For the day,
20,000 pounds of paper products
were collected overall.
"I don't think their guy ever
sat down because he was so
busy," Wells said. "He also said
he was a bit surprised by having
that amount. We've had a lot of
people asking about when it was
coming back, though,so I really
don't think there's any surprise
to that."
Wells said 7,000 pounds was
collected the last time the shredder was at Make a Difference
Day.
"That's a lot," said Shred-It's
Michael Birdsong about an hour
into Saturday's session, not
knowing the final total of his
first Make a Difference Day
assignment in Murray would
result in an even bigger haul.
"When you do this, though,
and you see (the 7,000 pounds),
you think of the amount of peo-

From Front
Directors,the Trust For Life works in
all 120 Counties of Kentucky to dispel myths, mobilize volunteers, and
educate Kentucky about organ donation. Today, more than 124,000 men,
women andsWicken in the 1,),S._
the waiting &Ara lifesaving transplant, Althotigif not everyone who
dies can save flife,everyone can join
the Kentucky Organ Donor Registry
to gibe hope to those in need.
"Linda is a true champion for corn-

Cc
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Michael Birdsong of Shred-It tosses a plastic bag full of documents and financial statements
into a mobile shredder Saturday morning during the 103rd Make a Difference Day at Murray
State University. This was part of the 8,000 pounds of paper products shredded Saturday on
a day 20,000 pounds total were collected.
pie that came here to protect
their identity. That's what we try
to offer, and with us in the technological age, I'm sure their
happy that they can come out
here and get a lot of sensitive
documents taken care of like
this, and they get to see it happen (the vehicle's design is such
that it allows the public to see
the shredding actually happen)."
The numbers for the two big
features led to strong numbers
in other areas Saturday.

Wells reported that 446 pairs received 200 pounds of clothing
of eyeglasses were collected for items and Taylor Bus Sales saw
the Murray Lions Club, while 100 gallons of old motor oil
1,019 ink jet cartridges were come its way.
In addition, 4,000 pounds of
brought to West KY Mentoring
Inc. Murray's WATCH Center books were collected for the
collected 600 pounds of alu- local school districts, which are
minum cans, while local law also the primary beneficiaries of
enforcement received 20 gallons revenue from paper products
of prescription medication that collected.
Wells said Make a Difference
will not contaminate the enviDay 104 is set for Jan. 9 in the
ronment.
The Murray Kiwanis collected parking lot of Stewart Stadium.
102 pairs of shoes, Angels Attic •

munities throughout Kentucky. By
serving on our Board of Directors,
we can continue to build support and
educate millions of Kentuckians. For
each person waiting on a transplant
today. please know that we are all
fighting alongside you. We know
that Kentuckians are the most giving
•,people in the-world and, with more,
education, more Kentuckians will say
'yes' and join the Organ Donor
Registry," explains Shelley Snyder,
Executive Director, Kentucky Circuit
Court Clerks' Trust For Life.

"Along with the entire Board of
Directors and all Circuit Clerks in
Kentucky, I am committed to education and advancement this important
mission in our Commonwealth," says
Avery. Avery's term is 3 years.
Every Kentuckian, regardless of
age oevelical.history, can join the
Kentucky' Organ Donor. Registry
today:- -ISimply go online
wwv,x1Onliatfeky.ori Or Call 1-866945-5433. The orange sticker or
signing the back of the license is no
longer necessary. The most impor-

tant way to state one's wishes to help
others is to be a registered donor in
the crate's confidential organ donor
registry. All registered donors can
receive a blue heart icon on their
license or ID. Each customer is given
the opportunity to donate $1 while
obtaining a license or state ID. These
dollars fund the Trust's statewide
efforts to educate about the mission
of donation and the miracle of transplantation.•

that runs from roughly Cadiz to
Bowling Green. He has, in fact,
taken his thoughts to social
media on more than one occasion since then.
He also produced articles from
area publications from that
October 2012 event that contained statements from government officials that he says
would be no different than what
would come from leaders west
of the lake.
"This is a great day for our
community and the whole
region, because it will improve
travel time, as well as open
more opportunities for economic development," said state Rep.
John Tilley of Hopkinsville in a
appeared
story
on
that
SurfKY.com from that event.
"It's the same thing for us,"
Elkins said. "Look, I know raising the speed limit is not one of
the big issues of the day, but it's
just symbolic of favoritism for

an area. And there's just no logical explanation, at least to me,
why it was raised east of Cadiz
and not west of the lakes.
"I'm just looking for the
administration to be a little more
receptive to this."
Elkins has said in the past that
Kentucky
Transportation
Secretary Mike Hancock has
indicated to him that the highway would get the increase to
65 mph west of the lake once
the new Eggners Ferry Bridge is
completed. which is scheduled
to happen in December.
As for 641 South, the state
legislature did approve funding
for a four laning of that road 15
years ago. Elkins said he was
told budget issues kept that from
sticking.
One thing that is different
about this issue now, though, is
the knowledge that others outside Calloway County believe
this is worthy of deeper exami-

nation as well. This was proven
earlier this year when the
Purchase Area Development
District - consisting of representatives from all eight Jackson
Purchase Region counties - listed two 641 South proposals - a
bridge over the Clark's River
just south of Murray - and the
four laning project itself to
Hazel - as No. 1 and No. 3,
respectively, on a list of 32
transportation-related projects
in the district's coverage area.
"I'm unhappy that ii's taking
several years," Elkins said."We
shouldn't have to fight for what
we already had."
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet officials have said they
will be spending the next year
purchasing right-of-way for the
first segment of the road project.
•
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From Front
Lexington independent Drew
Curtis.
"I just want to say that I'm
looking forward to working
with the next administration,"
Elkins said Saturday. "I'm also
looking forward to doing what I
can to make sure our community and region in general is treated fair. We can't give up on
these things so I want them to
know that I'll be ready to meet
with them, no matter who it is
that wins this race."
Elkins said he is still bothered
that the speed limit for that portion of U.S. 68/KY 80 (those
highways join at Aurora in
Marshall County, just west of
the Eggners Ferry Bridge that
carries the road over Kentucky
Lake into Trigg County) was not
elevated to 65 mph in 2012 at
the same time that did happen
for the stretch of the highway

The Cherry Family invites you to a fundraising event
in support of Jamie Jameson for Circuit Court Judge
ou are cordially invited to a campai
supporting

Jamie Jameson
for

Circuit
Tuesday,
6:

CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE

JAM ESON

Sponsored by thefollowing Calloway County Supporters:
Don & Linda Cherry I Dean Cherry I Pat Cherry
Catherine Gean Cherry I Hal Kemp I Ray Murdock
Pat & Sally Scott I Roy McKendree I Pastor Brent Williams
Pastor R ker Wilson Dr. Paul Foote Dr. Duane Bolin Sue Thweatt
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AGRICULTURE
Connecticut tobacco
farmers look to new
markets in Cuba
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Art and writing ,
entries sought for
conservation contest

SOUTH WINDSOR, Conn.(AP) — As public health initiatives
cut into sales of cigars and cigarettes, Connecticut tobacco farmers
are looking for new markets in Cuba.
Several months after President Barack Obama renewed diplomatic relations between the United States and the island nation's communist government,ending a 54-year freeze, proposed legislation in
Congress would lift trade restrictions.
Sen:Chris Murphy,D-Conn.,appeared Friday with South Windsor
farmers and agriculture officials urging passage of the trade measure.

Ed Kasheta Jr., whose Kasheta Farms was founded by his greatgreat-grandfather in 1906, welcomes the prospect of selling tobacco
to Cuba, which is known for its own cigar-making industry.
"I think its one more place to reach out to," he said.
Tobacco is Connecticut's fifth largest agriculture product by market value, at $35.7 million, according to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The crop is grown on 49 farms and accounts for 6.5 percent of total agricultural product sales in the state.
Murphy is a co-sponsor of the Freedom to Export to Cuba Act,
Photos provided
which would remove the president's authority to continue the embarIn the above photo, Addison Kough, Calloway County 4-H,
go and eliminate enforcement of the embargo and prohibition on
showed in Clover Bud Novice Market Lamb Showmanship
Cuban imports. Following the re-opening of the U.S. embassy in
and Novice Swine Showmanship and Market at the Kentucky
Cuba this summer,a "tectonic shift" in policy toward the Caribbean
country has occurred, drawing bipartisanship support for the export Stale Fair. Beim, Johnathan Kough, Calloway County 4-H,
placed second in Market Lamb Showmanship, second in
legislation, Murphy said.
Breeding
Showmanship Division 1, second in All Other Breed
"A year ago, this bill wouldn't have had a chance," he said.
(A08)
Market
Lamb, Reserve Champion AOB Market Lamb,
Tobacco farms were once common in the Connecticut River Valley
in Connecticut and Massachusetts. Kasheta, whose farm — down to first and second Other Breed Market Junior Ewe, first OBM
15 acres from 50 — grows tobacco for use as filler or wrappers. pair of we Iambs and Reserve Champion OBM Ewe Lamb at
Markets are disappearing as smoking declines, he said.
the Kentucky State Fair.
"Everyone is on an anti-smoking kick," he said.
In addition, cigar smoking has changed, shifting to "gourmet
cigars and weekend smokers," Kasheta said.
"You don't get these hard-core tobacco smokers anymore," he said.
Murphy said he's been an "anti-tobacco crusader," but he defended Connecticut's tobacco as a premium product used in a limited
cigar market. "The tobacco is not going into the everyday cigar market," he said.
In addition, he said he has a responsibility as a lawmaker to help
protect a state industry
"If you represent Connecticut, you've got to recognize that 800 to
1,000 jobs are connected to the high-end cigar wrapper growers,"
Murphy said.•

USDA Extends Dairy Margin
Protection Program Deadline
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON,
Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack announced that the
deadline to enroll for the dairy
Margin Protection Program for
coverage in 2016 has been
extended until Nov. 20, 2015.
The voluntary program, established by the 2014 Farm Bill,
provides financial assistance to
participating farmers when the
margin - the difference between
the price of milk and feed costs
- falls below the coverage level
selected by the farmer.
"The fall harvest is a busy time
of the year for agriculture, so
this extension will ensure that
dairy producers have more time
to make their choices," said
Vilsack. "We encourage all
operations to examine the protections offered by this program,
because despite the very best
forecasts, markets can change."
Vilsack encouraged producers
to use the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Farm Agency
Service (FSA) online Web
r e sour ce
atwww.fsa.usda.gov/mpptool to
calculate the best levels of coverage for their dairy operation.
The secure website can be
accessed via computer, smartphone or tablet.
He also reminds producers
that were enrolled in 2015 that
they need to make a coverage
election for 2016 and pay the
fee.
administration
$100
Although any unpaid premium
balances for 2015 must be paid
in full by the enrollment deadline to remain eligible for higher
coverage levels in 2016, premi-

urns for 2016 are not due until
Sept. 1, 2016. Also, producers
can work with milk marketing
companies to remit premiums
on their behalf.
To enroll in the Margin
Protection Program for Dairy,
contact your local FSA county
office. To find your local FSA
office,
county
visithttp://offices.usda.gov.
Payments under the program
may be reduced by a certain percentage due to a sequester order
required by Congress and issued
pursuant to the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control
Act of 1985. Should a payment
reduction be necessary,FSA will
reduce the payment by the
required amount.
Protection
The
Margin
Program for Dairy was made
possible through the 2014 Farm
Bill, which builds on historic
economic gains in rural America
over the past six years, while
achieving meaningful reform
and billions of dollars in savings
for the taxpayer. Since enactment, USDA has made significant progress to implement each
provision of this critical legislation, including providing disaster relief to farmers and ranchers; strengthening risk management tools; expanding access to
rural credit; funding critical
research; establishing innovative public-private conservation
partnerships; developing new
markets for rural-made products.
For more information, visitwww.usda.gov/fannbill.

Special to the Lodigor
LOUISVII I F - Students and
teachers looking for a creative
classroom project this fall will
find the perfect blend fun and
educational materials in the
annual Conservation Writing
and Art Contests, sponsored by
Kentucky Farm Bureau and the
Kentucky
Association
of
Conservation Districts.
This contest encourages
Kentucky's finest young writers
and artists to create and submit
short essays and artistic entries
that promote best practices for
wildlife conservation efforts
across the state.
This year's competition, featuring the 71st annual Writing
Contest for grades 6-12 and the
41st annual Jim Claypool
Conservation Art Contest for
grades 1-5, focuses specifically
on wildlife conservation.
Students are challenged to
examine the
environment
around them and promote efforts
they and others can take to help
preserve the wildlife that inhabits it. Participants are tasked to
share their ideas through short
essays and artwork, persuading
their readers and viewers to take
action toward wildlife conservation efforts.
In last year's competition
(focusing on soil conservation),
students from 106 different
counties submitted a total of
17,028 writing entries while creating an additional 47,356 art
entries from 97 counties.
Contest resource materials including a teacher's guide and

official entry form - are available as a downloadable PDF at
kyfb.com/federation or conservation.ky.gov.
Completed entries for the
2015 competition must be
received at the student's loo*
3,
conservation district office‘
Dec. 1.
Discussing the benefits 4
preservation
in
wildlife
Kentucky is something that cap
be enjoyed many years into the
future, but this competition also
rewards its participants now fpr
the time and effort required tp
create their contest entries. Each
county-level winner will receive
a $25 check for his or her entry,
Regional winners are awarded,a
$50 prize, and the overall state
winners collect $250 for first
place,$150 for second place aocl
$50 for third place, each presented during a special event in
February at the Capitol Annex in
Frankfort.
The annual Conservation
Writing and Jim Claypool Art
Contests are produced through
the cooperative efforts of the
Kentucky
Division
Of
Conservation, Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation, Kentucky
Association of Conservation
Districts, Division of Water.
Energy
and
Environmern
Cabinet, Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Division of
Forestry,
Department
of
Education, USDA Natural
Resources
Conservation
Service, and University of
Kentucky
Cooperative
Extension Service. IN
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COMMUNITY
Murray State University accounting
recognized for outstanding research output
Special to the Ledger
Faculty in Murra) State
University's Department of
Accounting have won the inaugural Bauernfeind Cup for
Research Excellence.
Established in the summer of
2015 by the six department
chairs in the Arthur J.
Bauernfeind
College
of
Business, working with Dr.
Gerry N. Muuka, interim dean
of the college, the Bauernfeind
Cup is awarded each year to the
department with the largest
number of papers published or
accepted for publication in
blind, peer-reviewed journals in
a calendar year.
Dr. Don Chamberlain,chair of
the accounting department, said
he was pleased that the faculty
in the college engage in cuttingedge research in their disci-

Fall has kicked in around
here! Not only does the weather feel like it, but our building
is beginning to look like it too.
Our activities have even started gearing toward fall. We are
planning all kinds of fall things
to do, like touring the pumpkin
patch, painting pumpkins,going
on scenic rides to take in the
fall colors, and •even having a
wiener roast. We are ready for
cooler weather and plan to take
advantage of it all we can.
This week we went to Land
Between the Lakes and observed the elk and bison. When
I say observe, I mean saw them
up close and personal. We drove
through the first time and saw
about 10 elk and heard lots of
bugling. On our second trip
through, we stopped and ate our
supper on the bus and watched
the wildlife. As we finished, I
noticed some new movement
and as we continued Our drive
through, we found ourselves
surrounded by 40 bison. Large
and small alike they all came
close and studied us as we
watched them. Thought for a
minute they were going to join
us but to our relief, they just
looked in the windows.
Even though it cooled up in
temperatures and October did
begin this week, we just had
to have some homemade ice
cream. Mitzi made her famous
recipe for us on Friday as we
enjoyed an old fashioned ice
cream social. The weather may
be cooling but we still enjoy
our ice cream. I honestly don't
think it is ever too cold for it
around here.
Martha Windsor celebrated her
birthday this week with us and
her family. She had several visitors all week helping her celebrate. We hope she had a great
day and continues to have many
more. After all, we are the place
where priceless memories are
made.
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, KY
Phone:(270t 759-8700

ALS support group to meet

plines and that his faculty members take pride in being the first
winners of the Bauernfeind
Cup.
The Bauernfeind Cup is part
of a broader strategy in the college of business to increase both
the number and quality of professional journal articles and
presentations
under
an
Enhanced Scholarly Activity
Framework.
The department chairs working with Muuka to introduce the
ESAF were Dr. David Eaton,
economics and finance; Dr. Bob
Lochte, journalism and mass

communication; Dr. Mike
Bokeno,organizational communication; Dr. Joy Humphreys,
management, marketing and
business administration; Dr.
Victor Raj, computer science
and information systems; and
Chamberlain.
Two individual research
awards were also established —
the
Outstanding
Paper
Recognition Award, which will
be given to a faculty member in
the college who has the best
manuscript published or accepted for publication during a calendar year, and the Bauernfeind

MSU celebrates 60 years of integration
Special to the Ledger
For Murray State University,
2015 brings an exciting year of
ongoing celebration, marking
the 60th anniversary of integration on campus. During the
summer of 1955, Mary Ford
Holland enrolled at Murray
State College, and soon other
trailblazing black students followed her, including Vador
Perry
Warfield.
Harvey
Langford, Illah Perry Grant and
Nancy Tyler Demartra.
Numerous events will take
place throughout 2015-16 academic year to commemorate
Murray State's black alumni
legacy such as Homecoming
traditions, guest speakers, campus visits, the Martin Luther
King Day of Service and more.
Nancy Tyler Demartra, the
first black student to graduate
from Murray State, received a
bachelor of arts in elementary
education on May 29, 1961. The
Graves County native subsequently earned a master's of arts
in education 1963. Demartra
said the Black Alumni Reunion,
held in early July, was an important part of MSU's history and

was needed to help remember
the efforts and accomplishments
of the first generation of black
students.
In addition to her work as a
teacher, Demartra is a civil
rights activist and was inducted
into Kentucky's Commission on
Human Rights Hall of Fame in
2010. People who inspired
Demartra include Dorothy
Height, Maya Angelou, Shirley
Chisholm. Barbara Jordan and
Mary Ann Edelman.
"I've done a lot of things in
my life and I haven't done them
for accolades or anything,"
Demartra said. "My greatest
accomplishment has been being
able to help economically poor
children to change their economic situation."
Illah Grant began at Murray
State during the 1950s and said
things had changed by the time
she returned to campus to graduate in 1964. "When I came
back in 1963 there were more
black students," Grant said.
"Blacks were in dormitories
and campus activities had
picked up. There were dances
and other entertainment that ive
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all attended together. There
were blacks playing football
and basketball. My last year was
really wonderful."
"We're thrilled to also host a
wide variety of events to promote the legacy of the first
black students on the campus of
Murray State University and to
forecast ways that the black
alumni can support recruitment,
retention and marketing efforts
of the university to grow the
institution and increase its
attractiveness to a growing
number of interested students,
faculty, staff and donors," said
Carni Duffy, executive director
of the office of institutional
diversity, equity, and access.
For more information on
events surrounding the 60th
anniversary of the black alumni
legacy,
visit
www.murraystate.edu/60th •

Ladies of Murray
Country Club
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Country Club
lady golfers participated in regular and "orange ball" competition on Wednesday. Sept. 30,
with Terri Pickens and Marcia
Beam as hostesses.
The "orange ball" competition
was won by the team of Terri
Pickens, Marcia Beam, Cyndi
Cohoon and Gwen Mathis. The
runner-up team was comprised
of Jennifer Crouse, Cheryl
Pittman and Susan Doran.
Nine Hole winner was Lashlee
Foster with Joyce Houston coming in second.
Susan Doran had a chip-in.
Wednesday, Oct. 7 will be a
'scramble using the alternate
shot format. Teams will be lined
up on the tee. Play begins at
9:30 a.m. The hostess for the
day is Sue Overbey. All members are encouraged to come out
and enjoy the play.
The Annual LGA Banquet
will be held on Tuesday, Oct.
20, at Murray Country Club.

Tremon

Tremon I
Frida), Oct

The Murray ALS support group will meet on Thursday, Oct. 8,
at 6 pin, in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Boart Room.
This will be a meeting for caregivers and patients. The public is
invited to attend. For information about the meeting contact Mitzi
Cathey at 270-293-1748.

Blood drive to be held
The Aurora Ross Fire Dept. Auxiliary will be hosting a Red
Cross Blood Drive at the Aurora Ross Fire Department on Friday,
Oct. 9,from 1:30-7 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

GOP to meet Oct. 12
Calloway County GOP will meet Monday, Oct. 12 at 6 p.m. for
its regular second Monday meeting. The public is invited attend at
the Victory Headquarters located at 304 Maple St., just off the
southwest corner of the square. Local circuit judge candidates who
are running to fill Judge Foust's position will be in attendance for
an open forum about their candidacy. Jamie Jameson,Jeff Edwards
and Randy Hutchens will be on hand to answer questions. Also,
with the upcoming congressional race in the First District in 2016,
following Ed Whitfield's recent announcement that he will not seek
election, we will consider the field of announced GOP candidates,
like Michael Pape,James Comer and Jason Batts, and the potential
democrat candidates who might seek the May 2016 nomination.
Besides only three weeks remains until the 2015 General Election
for governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, secretary of
state, agriculture commissioner, treasurer. and auditor.

MMS SBDM council to meet
The Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet in regular session on Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 4 p.m.
in the school's library. All interested are invited to attend.

Buddy Walk being organized
October is National Down Syndrome Awareness Month. The
Down Syndrome Association of Western Kentucky invites you to
the 14th Annual Buddy Walk, Saturday, Oct. 24, at Noble Park in
Paducah. The Buddy Walk is a Down Syndrome awareness celebration. Registration and fun activities including inflatables for the
children, face painting, music and food will begin at noon. The
Talent Show will begin at 1 p.m. and the official program at 2 p.m.
For more information, contact 270-564-0949 or 270-443-7723.

MWC Kappa Dept. to meet
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Oct. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. Debbie Smith will
present the program on "Soup for the Soul." Hostesses are Martha
Roberts and Jamie Helton.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #6I6 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 6, from 9-10.a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a I2-step Christ-centered recovery meeting program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hangups. Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at
Hope Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call
270-753-6695.

SPGUMC offers preschool activities
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church offers a
Preschool Story Time and Supper on Wednesday evenings from
5:30-7 p.m. Preschoolers, ages 3-5, will be served supper and
entertained with stories, games, songs and play time. The program
is designed to enhance reading readiness and is available to children in southwestern Calloway County and Hazel. Parents may eat
with their children. For more information, call 270-492-8357.
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Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC

The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the,Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

Line dance class offered
There will be a line dance class each Wednesday from 5:30-7
p.m. at the American Legion Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., off of North
Fourth Street. Call Donna at 731-445-0080 and leave name and
number to sign-up, email at cherokee38242@yahoo.com or show
up for the class. Class fee is $5 per week.
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Individual Faculty Award for the
most peer-reviewed articles
accepted for publication during
a calendar year.
Muuka added that the ESAF is
fully consistent with Murray
State's third strategic initiative
under the 2015-2022 Strategic
Plan, which calls for fostering
an environment of inquiry by
advancing research and scholarly activity.
For more information about
the Bauernfeind Cup or the
ESAF, contact Muuka at 270809-4190.•
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Meeting to be held

The Murray-Calloway County Park Board will hold a Building
and Planning Committee Meeting at 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, Oct,6,at
the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center located at 201 South 4th St.
This is a committee meeting but it is open to the public.

Recipe

t

The Calloway County Board of Health will
hold a special called board meeting on Tuesday,
Oct. 13, at noon at the Calloway County Health
Department. The agenda topics will include
opening, approval of prior board meeting minutes, alternative onsite sewage disposal system
ordinance, policy revision and adjournment. All
meetings are open to the public.

Meeting to be held Oct.6

Submit yeup PavePite

.44

Meeting called for Oct. 13

Martha
Woodmen Life Chapters 592 and 728 will
Finney Andrus,
on Tuesday. Oct. 6, at 5:30 p.m. A meal
meet
Community
editor
will be provided. Woodmen will be collecting
items for Needline. The building is located at
Harmon Hall on Lowry Drive. For more information contact
Rachel 270-293-0983.

Photo provided

By feruse Howard

DATEBOOK

Datebook

The department of accounting in the Arthur J. Bauernfeind College of Business at Murray State
University captured the inaugural Bauernfeind Cup for Research Excellence. Pictured from left
are accounting faculty members Dr. Leigh Johnson, Dr. Don Chamberlain, department chair;
Dr. Amanda Grossman and Dr. Murphy Smith.
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Tremon Patrick "Sonny" Farris, Jr., 81,of Murray, Kentucky died
Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 at Hickory Woods Assisted Living in Murray.
He was born Dec. 24, 1933 in Graves County,
Kentucky and was the son of Tremon Patrick
Farris, Sr. and Edna Farris.
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Theda
Fan-is of Murray, daughters, Sandy Rushing (Paul)
of Murray and Missy Champine(Steve)of Jackson,
Tennessee; and son, Mike Farris (Lisa) of
Jackson. He is also survived by seven grandchildren: Shawna Rushing Munger (Blake), Jessica
Fanis Salonus (Graham), Matthew Farris
Fan-Is
(Elizabeth), Bradley Champine (Sarah Joy), Bryan,
Cooper and Cameron Champine; as well as two
great-grandsons, Grey and Jack Salonus.
In addition to his parents. Mr. Farris was preceded in death by his
brother Richard L. Farris and two sisters, Doris Lee Key and Lola
Gayle Miller.
He was a retired painting contractor and entrepreneur, and a member of First Christian Church of Murray. He was also a past active
member of the Murray Masonic Lodge #105,Rizpah Shrine Temple
of Madisonville and Twin Lakes Auto Club of Murray.
Funeral services will be held Monday, Oct. 5,2015 at 11 a.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray with Ruth Ragovin and
Dr. David Roos officiating. Burial will follow at Temple Hill
Cemetery in Almo. Visitation was held Sunday, Oct. 4, 2015 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray. His grandsons, grandsonin-laws, and dear friend Dan Walker will serve as his pallbearers.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the First Christian
Church, 111 North 5th Street. Murray, KY 42071 or to the Shriners
Hospitals For Children, 1900 Richmond Road, Lexington, KY
40502-1204
Online condolences can be sent to www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com .
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Paul: Kentucky needs governor
to stand up to federal government
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Republican presidential candidate Rand Paul
said Saturday that his home state of Kentucky needs a governor willing to
stand up to the federal government he aspires to lead from the White House.
Paul,a first-term U.S. senator, also acknowledged his poll numbers in the
crowded GOP presidential field "haven't all been good," but added: "We're
in it for the long haul,and we'll be in it through the primaries."
lititiris-ttintring dual candidacies in 2016: for president and for re-election
to ffit Seriiite Seat. On Saturday, he promoted his home state's GOP ticket in
next month's election, highlighted by a close race for governor.
The libertarian-leaning Paul told a Republican audience in Frankfort that
too much power has been consolidated in the presidency, and that states
should play a role in curbing that power.
"We need a governor who will resist the federal encroachment," Paul said.
"We need a governor who will stand up and say 'no' to the federal government. But its going to take courage."
Paul has been a strong opponent of President Barack Obama's health care
and environmental policies, and has staked out a libertarian position on civil
liberties.
Paul said Kentucky GOP gubernatorial nominee Matt Bevin would take
on the fight against an intrusive federal government. The Democratic gubernatorial candidate is Jack Conway,the state's attorney general.
"Does anybody think that Jack Conway,who has been part of the machine
for his entire life, is going to stand up to anything'?" said Paul, who defeated Conway in the 2010 U.S. Senate election in Kentucky.
Conway, however, has joined lawsuits seeking to block Obama administration environment rules that critics say have harmed the state's coal industry. Conway is part of a lawsuit on another Obama administration rule that
opponents say gives the federal government much more power to regulate
farms and streams. IN

Pulaski man's body found in freezer, girlfriend in jail
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — A Pulaski County woman is under
arrest after her boyfriend's body was discovered in a freezer inside
the couple's living room.
WtEX-TV reports a missing persons report was filed on 68-yearold Gary Ray Jenks last Tuesday. Fifty-one-year-old Teresa Owens
was arrested the following day after deputies searched the couple's
home.
The arrest citation says Jenks' arms were tied with pieces of string.
And it says Owens had poured lye and fertilizer over Jenks body to
dispose of it.
The Pulaski County Coroner positively identified the body but has
not yet determined the cause of death.
Owens is charged with tampering with evidence and abuse of a
corpse. She is in custody at the Pulaski County Detention Center on
a $75,000 bond.
She declined an interview with the television station.•

"I'm Alive.., because
of organ donation!"
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Dr. Charles H. Chaney
Dr. Charles Hugh Chaney, professor emeritus at Murray State
University and lifelong resident of Murray, Kentucky, died peacefully
at his home on Saturday, Oct. 3,2015.
He was the son of Euris D. Chaney and Lela
Skinner Chaney. Dr. Chaney was a professor of agriculture at Murray State University. Prior to his
employment at MSU, he taught at the University of
Kentucky. He was a member of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church, where he served at various times as
a deacon, Sunday school teacher and church treasurer. He was a veteran of the United States Army,serving during the Korean Conflict.
In addition to his parents, Dr. Chaney was preceded in death by three
brothers; James H. Chaney, Eugene S. Chaney and William C.
Chaney; an infant sister, Sammie P. Chaney; a brother-in-law, Billy L.
Wright; and a sister-in-law Dorothy S. Chaney.
He is survived by his wife Sue Clifford Chaney of Murray,to whom
he was married on Oct.9,1963 in Lexington; one son,Bill Chaney and
wife Kathy of Nashville, Tennessee; three sisters-in-law. Sue Chaney
and Pearl Chaney of Murray and Frances Wright of Lexington; and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held at I p.m. Tuesday Oct. 6,2015 at the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray with the Rev. Brad
Burns and the Rev. Jim Stahler officiating with additional remarks by
Dr. Gary Boggess. Burial will follow at the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 10 am.-1 p.m. Tuesday, prior to the funeral service at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice,803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Eleven employees in the Jefferson
County public school district have
filed a lawsuit saying they shouldn't
be forced to pay union fees if they
don't want to be part of the union.
The employees filed the federal
suit against the district and the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees,
The Courier-Journal reported. The
suit alleges the requirement that

nonmembers pay a "fair share" fee
to the union is unconstitutional.
A fair share fee is the amount that
a nonmember of a union must pay
to support collective bargaining
activities. The fee is lower than the
dues paid by union members
because it does not include money
the union would use for political
activities.
The plaintiffs object to many of
the public policy positions that the
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Tremon Patrick "Sonny" Farris
Funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Monday,Oct. 5,2015, at
the funeral home. Burial will follow at Temple Hill Cemetery
in Almo.111

William Lambed
Mr. William Lambert, 70, of Hardin, Kentucky died Sunday.
Oct. 4,2015 at his home.
Funeral arrangements are pending at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory, downtown Murray.

Stuart Lee Brown
Stuart Lee Brown, 83, passed away on Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 at
McCracken Health Care in Paducah, Kentucky. .
He was born in Indianapolis, Indiana on May !•
31, 1932 to parents Frank Emerson Brown of
Edinburgh, Indiana and Corene Earp of Bonair.
He grew up in Anderson, Indiana, and attended -and graduated from Anderson High School in
1950. He attended Indiana University the following year, but discontinued his education to join the
Marines and serve his country during the Korean •
conflict. He was stationed in Camp Pendleton, :
California, and later in Barstow,California, where'
he was an electronics technician. Following his •,
Brown
honorable discharge from the Marines with the
rank of sergeant in 1954, he returned to Indiana,
now married and with one child, Vivian.
Over the next few years. as he returned to complete his college education at Ball State
University in Muncie. Indiana, his family grew
with the addition of three more children. Stuart F.,
Steven and Tina LeAnne. While completing his bachelor's degree,
he worked at General Motors as an industrial engineer. Soon
thereafter, he decided to change his career path, and upon his
degree, embarked on teaching, or as a family member once said,
"he decided to build minds, not cars...- He completed his master's degree from Ball State in 1967, and taught physics and math
for many years, and later as a guidance counselor, until his retirement. When he had free time, he enjoyed working on automobiles
and his rental properties, sailing, reading and practicing his faith
through 'various church activities. In retirement, he moved to Ft.
Meyers, Florida. and then finally to Murray, where he enjoyed the
friendship and fellowship of the community and his church, Hope
Harbor.
He is preceded in death by his parents.
He is survived by two daughters, Vivian C. Richmond of
Muncie, Indiana and Tina L,eAnne Wolfe and husband Brian of
DeSoto, Indiana; two sons, Stuart F. Brown and wife Makiko of
Atlanta. Georgia and Steven R. Brown of Bend,Oregon; and nine
grandchildren; Chris, Dylan, Benjamin, Corinne, Justin, Karrie,
Sam, Evan and Clay; and five great-grandchildren, Christopher,
Shana, Nicole, Liam and Willow.
Graveside services will be held (times TBA pending coordination with the Kentucky Veteran's Cemetery, West in Hopkinsville.
Visitation will be held from 9:30-10:30 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 6,
2015 at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray.
Condolences available online at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray is in
charge of arrangements. II

union advocates, the suit says.
They also object to being represented by them since they believe the
union's actions "do not reflect their
best interests or the interests of
other Job IA classified employees,"
it says.
Job IA classified employees
include clerical workers, secre-

taries, bookkeepers and librarians.
The suit says the compulsory fee
collection infringes on the plaintiffs' First Amendment rights
"because compulsory fee requirements compel employees to support speech and petitioning against
their will, and to associate with a
union against their will." II
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Logan Warren Dodd
Logan Warren Dodd, 75, of Buchanan, Tennessee, died Thursday,
Oct. 1,3)15,at his residence in Buchanan.
Mr. Dodd was a member of East Wood Church of
Christ where he was a former deacon and teacher. He
retired as a Conductor from IAN and CSX Railroad
Companies. He enjoyed flying and woodworking.
He was born in Murray, Kentucky June 8, 1940 to
Albert Dodd and Matre Grubbs Dodd.
Survivors include his wife. Gayle Howard Dodd to
whom he was married to on Jan. 25, 1964; two sons,
Logan Warren Dodd II and wife Lisa and Levi Wayne
Dodd and wife Amy all of Paris, Tennessee; one sister Lonnie Faye Mitchell of Buchanan; two brothers,
Dodd
Danny G. Dodd and wife Dinah and Donnie Lee
Dodd and wife Leisa of Buchanan,: four grandchildren, David Logan
Dodd, Grant Mason Dodd, Dalton Cole Dodd and Lauren Brooke
Dodd.
He was preceded in death by his parents, two brothers: Albert E.
Dodd and Richard Dan-en Dodd.
Funeral services were held at East Wood Church of Christ at 1 pm.
Saturday. Oct. 3, 2015. Burial followed in Bethel Cemetery in
Buchanan. Victor Eskew and John Dale will officiate. Visitation was
held at the Ridgeway Funeral Home,201 Dunlap St.,Paris,Tennessee,
Friday, Oct,2,2015 and at East Wood Church of Christ on Saturday.
Pallbearers will be Wes Knee, Bill DeWees, krry Bomar. Russell
Hehemann, Aaron Hutson, Gerald Howard, Bud Mang/wit and Craig
Brown. Honorary pallbearers will be his grandchildren, J. Van
Thompson, and the Deacons and Elders at East Wood Church of
Christ.
Arrangements are being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home.
Memorials may be made to: Henry Co. Relay for Life, P.O. Box
1505,Paris,TN 38242 or East Wood Church of Christ,800 East Wood
St., Paris,TN 38242.
Ridgeway Funeral Home of Paris.Tennessee is in charge of arrangements.
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Got a $100 million tax bill? Your check is no good at IRS
By STElatiEN OHLOMACHER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — No checks, please. Starting next year,
you're check won't be any good at the IRS — if you're making a tax
payment of $100 million or more.
The IRS says it will reject all checks for more than $99,999,999
because check-processing equipment at the nation's Federal Reserve
banks can't handle checks that big.
Checks of $100 million or more have to be processed by hand,
increasing the risk of theft, fraud and errors, according to a pair of
memos from the IRS and the Treasury Department.
As a result, the richest among us will have to wire their tax payments electronically. Or write multiple checks for less than $100
million apiece.
Conservatives have been complaining for years that President
Barack Obama is trying to stick it to the rich, regularly proposing to
raise their taxes. Now,they say, the Obama administration is making it harder for the super-rich to pay those taxes.
"If Obama really gets mean,he's going to make them bring in pennies or nickels," said anti-tax guru Grover Norquist, president of
Americans for Tax Reform, in a bit of tongue-in-cheek hyperbole.
Pete Sepp, president of the National Taxpayers Union, said:
"When our indebted federal government turns down large checks
for fear of fraud or mishandling, it's time to revise processing procedures and security rather than inconveniencing or deterring tax:payers."
• Apparently, people sending huge checks to the federal governanent is a growing problem.
The Treasury Department says it has noticed an increase in federal agencies trying to deposit checks of $100 million or more. This
:year, the IRS accepted 14 checks for more than $99,999,999.
The Federal Reserve says most commercial banks can't process
rchecks with amounts that stretch for more than 10 digits, including
/cents. The Fed says federal agencies have been prohibited from
,depositing checks of $100 million or more for years.
Apparently, the IRS didn't get the memo.
The IRS declined to comment even though the tax agency's memo
urged officials to spread the word about the check limit "in as many
media forms as possible between now and Dec. 31, 2015."
The IRS didn't reveal who actually writes a check for $100 million. whether they were individuals or businesses. Confidentiality
laws prevent those kinds of disclosures. Very few individuals pay
that much in federal income taxes.
Each year, the IRS tracks the 400 taxpayers with the highest
incomes. These high rollers had an average income of nearly $336
million in 2012,the latest year for data. Their average tax bill was
$56 million.
A corporation would have to make nearly $300 million in taxable
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checks, please. If
This photo taken Aug. 19, 2015 shows the The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Building in Washington. No
technology conCiting
IRS.
the
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you owe the federal government more than $100 million in taxes, your check is no good
straints, the IRS says it will no longer accept checks for more than $100 million.
profits to have a tax bill of $100 million. Investors who get the bulk
of their income from capital gains would have to make about $500
million in taxable income to have a tax bill that big.
On Capitol Hill, there was little sympathy for people who will no
longer be able to write enormous checks to the government.
"I have a lot of envy," said Rep. Joe Crowley, D-N.Y. "I don't
know if I have sympathy for someone who's required to pay that
kind of taxes."
Rep. Chris Van Hollen, D-Md., said he wishes he made enough
money to pay $100 million in taxes.

Quotes
Please

"It sounds to me like these people could afford to pay electronically." Van Holten said.
Nearly 90 percent of individuals already file their federal taxes
electronically, according to the IRS.
Norquist saw irony in a government facing a deficit rejecting large
sums of money.
"You're trying to write a $100 million check to the government
and they're treating you like dirt?" he said. "These are your customers. If this was Las Vegas, they'd give you the suite and a bottle
of champagne for free."

Asleep: Sleeping bags not gone
Man named Santa Claus runs
for office in Alaska's North Pole from school,just dry-cleaned

iatti
prIIIIN 1)1

FAIRBANKS,Alaska(AP) —
A man whose legal name is
Santa Claus is running for a City
Council seat in the tiny Alaska
town of North Pole.
The Fairbanks Daily News-

Miner
(http://is.gd/xdaqm1)
reports Claus has launched a
write-in campaign for the office.
Claus, whose driver's license
bears his legal name of Santa
Claus, is the former president of

the North Pole Chamber of
Commerce.
Two seats on the City Council
are up for election. No one filed
for office, however, during the
regular filing period.
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report that 15 sleeping bags
were missing from Concord
High School last month. They
were used in a course called
"Reaching Our Potential in
Education."

.
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CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — It
looks like the case of some
missing sleeping gags at a New
Hampshire high school has been
put to bed.
Concord police received a
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United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living
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LIVE UNITED!
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Is looking for a self-enterprising, full-time
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& Times

for 3 months

WE WILL SEND THE
Murray Ledger & Times
TO YOUR HOME
for less than
39C a day!

Staff told police the class
stored the sleeping bags, worth a
total of $1,900, inside a locked
room back in June. But they
were gone this fall.
The school conducted an
extensive search and called
police.
Shortly after putting out a
news release Friday, Concord
police got a call from the school
that the sleeping bags were
recovered. It appears they were
sent out for dry-cleaning over
the summer — but that wasn't
known to the people looking for
them.•

Zip

I Phone

LMGER

&TIMES
Please mail a payment of $105* to:
Murray Ledger &Times
PO Box 1040• Murray, KY 42071
"For local carrier delivery and Calloway County mail only.

NEWS REPORTER
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time
managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the job. Applicants
should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Quark )(Press, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is
also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and
an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of
content and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect
strong, local coverage year-round.

Send resumes to mdavis@murrayledger.com or editor@
murrayiedger.com. Attach clippings of your work, which can Include
designs and/or photos(should be formatted appropriately).
PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal
opportunity employer. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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Nellie Klessig

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
409. Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ad, Must Run Within 6 Do Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

I I N.1

Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

XI)'-.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each

for all your
classified needs

for all your
Circulation needs

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to retect ut edit any submitted matter

(Vt.3str24C.irO

o Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified0murray1edger.com or stop 1
- T
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

tool
Notice

Infinity Group is hiring for
_UGAL NOTICE
TO ALL KBE'S, WBE'S AND DBE'S
The City of Murray, Kentucky, is seeking bids for
the construction of East Fork Clark's River
interceptor Sewer Replacement, Contract No. 2
project which bids on Tuesday, October 13, 2015 at
130 P.M. Infrastructure Systems, Inc. is bidding
this project as a general contractor and would
appreciate your quote on any part.
Plans and Specs may be viewed at the
City of Murray, 104 North 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.

/ Andrew Harnik
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Quotes must be received in our office no later than
Monday, October 12, 2015.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions
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THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
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THERE will be a lien
sale storage auction
Tuesday, October 6,
2015 at 5:00pm at
three locations consisting
of
Murray
Center
Bussiness
Storage, Murray Store
& Lock Storage, and 94
East Boat & Mini
Storage. We will start
the auction at Murray
Bussiness
Center
Storage, 1900 North
12th street, then to
Murray Store and and
Lock Storage, 1611
North 12th Street, and
then move to 94 East
Boat & Mini Storage,
2905 St. Rt. 94 East,
immediately following,
in Murray KY.
Units
at
Murray
Bussiness Center storage will be selling as
follows
Unit #122
Elizabeth Storey
Units at Murray Store &
Lock Storage will be
selling as follows Unit
#17A Kim Stall and
#26A Kayla Slayden.
Units at 94 East Boat &
Mini Storae will be selling as follows Units
#67A Harvey Conway.
060
Help Wonted
FOOD giant hiring full
time cake decor and
fulltime cooks. With
benefits.
Employee
owned. Apply at store.

Online or In Print
Check the Murray
Ledger & Times for all
jour updates!

ilTED!

mLITIGER
enmEs
1

Home Delivery
3 me.
6 mo.

Local Mail

All Other Mail
Puryeas & Buchananl
SubscriptiOas
1
3 mo.
mo.
3
1
6 mo..---140.00 6 mo..1 1 yr.--.$120.00 1 yr.
Rest of KY/TN

I Cheek

Money Order

Visa

St. Address
I City
Zip

II Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
1
Murray,KY 42071
1
1
Or call (270) 753-1918
For online subscriptions go to:
murrayiedger.com

I equal
r-1916.

1.

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

Please send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040 M
Murray, KY 42071

NOW HIRING
Local Driver position available
DEDICATED MURRAY RUN
150 MILE RADIUS
Home every Night
Great Starting Pay
Benefits Available
Call now before position is filled.
1800-737-9997 EXT. 215
or apply online at
www.gregorylogistics.com

HIRING Graphics Asst.
Duties: assist w/ print
schedule, all inventory,
print production, design
w/AI, communicating
wIcustomers
(phone/email)
and
shipping
products.
Qualified persons must
include:
PC/MAC,
design w/AI & PS, handle multiple projects @
same time, complete
assigned
tasks.
Resume
to:
info @ pecoproducts.co
m or 3812 US Hwy 641
N, Murray, KY 42071.
FULL TIME
Nurse Practitioner or
PA needed
Full Time board certified
Family
Nurse
Practitioner
Of
Physicians Assistant
applicants
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
applicants
Qualified
may send resume to:
Office Manager
PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058
Phone 931-232-5555
FIT receptionist needed. Must have positive,
upbeat personality, be
creative & willing to
leam. Some duties
include; great computer skills, filing, office
cleaning, & social
media. Send resumes
to PO BOX 1349
Murray, KY.
EXPERIENCED brick
needed in
layers
Paducah, KY. Good
work.
pay, steady
Please call 270-3310706

%into Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

DUPLEX FOR RENTCardinal Dhve in city. 2
BR/1Bath, Full appliances including stove,
fridge, W/D, AC units.
Water/Sewer/Trash
included. Front and
back yard, Big Kitchen.
Annual
lease
$565/month. 270-9782589.
NEW apartment in
'Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211
NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

150
Articles
For Sale

Houses For Rent

BALWIN
Hamilton
series Piano. 48 inch
tall concert. Walnut finish, with. matching
bench. Excellent condition. $500. 731-6421107
COUCH $60, Recliner
$40, Chair $25, Pecan
dining table / 6 chairs
and china cabinet
$400. Good condition.
270-293-1757.
NEW set monesson
gas logs. Still in box
use w/ propane gas.
$200. 270-753-2289
270-293-2176
TEMPORARY electric
service for new house
With box, pole and
plugs $425. Call 270293-4721

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St
(270) 753-1713

28R, 1BA in North
county. Newly remolded, new refrigerator,
stove, W/D, Dish washer. Dead end street, 1
year lease. $700. 270226-4243 or 731-3634829
3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
5900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
HAZEL. 38R, brick.
C/H/A. 270-492-8526
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
port.
No
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
VERY nice and spacious. 5BR, 2BA. All
C.H.A.
appliances.
Pets welcome. $900 a
month plus deposit.
1620 Miller st. 270227-3250.
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

Brown dyed/Double-groun
Convenient in town location!
liours:Tues-Fri8-4,Sat8-12
51154'

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call. 731-3363891. references ava1tab1e.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
28R brick. Off street
parking. New floor, new
AC unit. No pets.
$445/month. 270-2936070.
2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259
DUPLEX for rent, all
applances. Call 270767-9948

MIC

I Name

State

or call 270-767-2518

/CaBouray I

$30.00
3 me.
$55.00
6
mo..
$105.00
1 yr.-....-.5105.00

1

Are you an individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
If so, please email:
losmitheinf-grp.com

Murray CPA firm has an opening for a
Staff Accountant with a minimum of
two years tax season experience.
A CPA license is preferred but not
required.
Applicant must possess excellent
communication skills, be proficient in all
Microsoft office products and work well
both individually and in a group.

Infrastructure Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 148
260 W. Vincennes Street
Orleans, IN 47452
Phone: 1812)865-3309
Fax: 1812)865-3009

ty electronical-

Assembly Workers &
Manufactures in Murray Area.

•'•OWNER
FINANCED*••
Doublewide
mobilehome with land, updated new paint, dishwasher, 38R, 2BA gardentub deck, block
foundation
110
Sundance Almo, KY.
$2500 Down. $575
mthly. Ruthie 270-7532222.
320
Apartments For Rent

Hon? Edpmset

48011.

Case
Backhoe/Lo ader
$9500 or Best Offer
270-293-5217

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4T11 ST.
Career et 121 S. & Climb&
IOW's & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

Call Nicki Today
270-753-1916
to place your ad
Here!

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

ITRANSWORLD
11

Busies Motion
Ihnissors Saks•Plundiises • Mogen & Acpaltion

Thank you for your business'

Dean E Cherry. Managing Director-270-978-9946

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
Storage Rentals
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
Thursday, October 8th, 201506:00 PM
Location: Airport Road, Kirksey, KY 42054

54.43 +/AC R ES
ON AIRPORT ROAD

SELLING
ABSOLUTE!!
From Murray- At 64114 and KY-80Proceed 84sst 30Miles and TUM North onto Airport Rd
P-- c,v0 J Wes to Farm Farm is Located Orrect4..
Own Taiweil Rd Signs Posted!!
Level to Gently Rolling North Calloway Co. Farm Featuring Tillable
Acreage, Wooded Building Sites, 8 Timberland. Located between
Charley Miller Road and Hwy 80 Four Lane. Near Murray, KY:
REAL ESTATE: Tract 1* 33.54 +/- Acres. Tract 2'2.02 +/Acres. Tract 3* 2.02 *I- Acres. Tract 4' 2.32 +/- Acrys. Tract
5* 14.54 +/- Acres of Woodland.
Real Estate Sells Absolute to the Highest Bidder at 6P141
Auction Held 0 Murray Country Club,2200 Coleys Form Rd. Murray, KY 42071
Commerical Prop. For Rent

REAL. ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day Of Sale Balance In 30 Days A 10% Buyer's
Prernium Will Be Added To The Final aid a Included In The Contract Price. Make
Inspections Prior To Date Of Sale.

1St Auction Selling Absolute re) 6pm 54.43 +/- Acres

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

2 AUCTIONS WIT

24-11.02

270-753-8964
3,700 square foot commericial building for
rent. $1,600 a month.
South 4th st. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251
APPROXIMATELY
4,000 square feet, plus
or minus. Has water,
gas, electric, & sewer.
Located 643 North 4th
st. $600 a month. No
junk dealers. 270-7532041

TOTAL ACREAGE
8 MILES TO MURRAY, KY!

2nd Auction - Being Offered at Auction - 180.59 +/- Acres

HOME & LAND AUCTION
Thursday, October 8th, 2015 @ 6:00 PM
Location: 32 Peterson Lane Kirkse KY 42054

ON
AIRPORT RD
186.59+1- ACRES

Pets & Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.
Public Sale

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Lake Properly
2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek
4BR, 2BA with Ful
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
270-293$439,900
4602

From Murray'At641 Na-id KY-80 Proceed Nisst 30 Wes and Turn North onto Airport Rd and
F'rucevj 5 Mites to Farm Farm a Located Directly across horn WaalRd Signs Posted!!
Level to Gently Rolling North Calloway Co. Farm Featuring Tillable
Acreage, Wooded Building Sites, & Timberland. Located between
Charley Miller Road and Hwy BO Four Lane. Near Murray, KY
REAL ESTATE: Tract 6'2.07 +/- Acres. Tract 7* 70.13 +/- Acres. Tract
8' 1242 /- Sq. Ft. 1 Story, 3 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath Brick Veneer Home on
Peterson Lane that s Situated on 6.15 +/- Acres. Tract 9' 3.62 +/- Acres.
Tract 10' 76.74 +/- Acres. Tract 11'4.66 Acres. 7Yect 12' Is a Swing
Tract, 23.22 Acres and may only be combined with Adjoining Tracts
Real Estate To Soil at 8PM! Auction Held 0 Murray Country Club!!
2200 College Farm Rd. Murray, KY 42071
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day Of Sale Balance Sr 30 Days A 10% Buyer's PreMitAll
MI Be Added To The Final Bid & included Sr The Contract Price Make inspections Prior To
Date Of Sale Buyer MI Be Required To Sign A Lead Based Pant Waiver.
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Homes For Sale
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales con-1

270-753-4461
Auto Pods

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606.

1976 Triumph Spitfire
43k mites. Very good
condition. Collector car.
Asking $8,000. 270293-9772

DEADLINES
Monday
Smart Saver
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 10 an
Fri. 9 a.m.
Ike,9 a.m.
Mon. 12 p.m.
Tut 1p.m.
Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.
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Loft

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
'Licensed & Insured

Asp•cts of
Remodeling

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

75-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

SUDOKU

R.0 Roofing & fencing
All types of roofs and
fences. New
and
repair. Prompt service,
16 years expenence.
270-227-9555 or 731247-5349

GARY W. DICK

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Hill Electric

HOME and Office
cleaning Reasonable
pnces. Availability for
weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote. 270-2270055

'Trimming
'Removal
"Stump Grinding
'Firewood
'Insured

•Ileme /mprovements
aft.sm A Kitchen

*insured *Sr ascount
*Free Estimates
-Member OfAngies List

(270) 489-2839
Lamb Tree Pro
•Trimming Tree
Removal
•Ucensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)
Credit Cards Acceoted

LQSSIWCIS
Amascapisig
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

MITCHELL
BA'05
PAV/NG
'Asphalt Installation
•Seal coating & stnpinq
"Licensed-Insured
40 vr r-xpenence

(270)759-0501

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

270-293-3406

270-293-3248

Over 28 Years
Experience

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Conceptis SudoKu

7
16

5
8 29
3
5

11

1111111111

4

• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-278.3
293-2784
S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured_
270-705-8427

78

812 Whltnell Ave.

753-3853

9

8 5
1

4 7 9

Difficulty Level *
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Resident/a/ &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

if you've got It, we can store If

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

James C. Gallimore
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

•Handyrnan Services

Pa'.ing-Sealotating
Striping
Criss el-Dirt-Sand
•I'ONY TR 1N IS

•Pressure Washing

•Yard Work
'Home Repairs

Gary 270-227-0420
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Oct. 6, 2015:
This year you walk into a new situation that could be very exciting.
• This matter will be a source of happiness for you. Don't allow anyone
to undermine your self-confidence. You have a lot going for you. If
you are single, meeting people happens with ease, and you seem to
have a good time wherever you go. Be smart, and don't rush into
something. If you are attached, the two of you might have an issue
from the past that needs clearing up. Once you succeed, you will
enjoy greater closeness. LEO has a way of breaking through all the
charm and games.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Push away any hassles by maintaining a keen sense of
humor and a unique perspective. Your creativity surges, to the extent
that your mind keeps spinning off on the other party's words. Stay as
pleasant as possible. Tonight: Spontaneity provides an interesting
scenario.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might need to get some feedback from a child or loved one
about a personal decision. Remember to thank this person, but also
let him or her know that you have not made a decision yet. One-onone relating could seem like a hefty task today! Tonight: Home is
your castle.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your words tend to be quick and unexpected. Others often
feel as though you just spew out the first thought that comes to mind.
Your thought process could be faster than many people's. Don't allow
pressure to build to the extent that it has recently. Tonight: Speak
your mind.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You could discover that someone else sees a matter in a .
different light than you do. The issue, though it might not be apparent at first, is about money and/or social status. Try not to judge this
person; instead, simply relax and listen to his or her thoughts.
Tonight: Order in.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your personality sometimes works like a steamroller, which
allows you to bypass a lot of problems._A loved one might be closed
down. Give this person the space he or she needs, without making it
a big deal. Remain connected to others' feelings. Tonight: In the limelight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Slow down. You might want to reconsider certain conversations. Everyone puts statements into a context that he or she knows
-- you included. If you try to gain a new perspective, you could see a
totally different meaning to someone's words. Tonight: Schedule
more time for yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your sense of .what could be occurring might be a lot different from reality. Try to erase certain expectations from your mind,
and go with the moment -- you will be a lot happier if you do.
Eliminate your filtered vision as much as you can. Tonight: Where the
crowds are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Pressure comes from others expecting so much from you. You
might want to clue them in to the fact that you are human and can do
only so much. Resist taking on as much responsibility as you do.
Infuse your life with some fun. Tonight: The party goes on and on.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to reconsider your plans. A last-minute invitation could be very exciting and different. Your love of adventure
emerges, and demands to be taken into consideration. Opting for
self-discipline can work only so long. Tonight: Try to be logical and
steady.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Someone could make an enormous effort to reach out to
you. You appreciate this person's gestures, and you will let him or her
know. Weigh the pros and cons of becoming more involved with this
person. You'll want to have all the facts before proceeding. Tonight:
Visit over dinner.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You can't hold back any longer. You have a desire to go along
with a group of friends. Let them know, and you will be a part of what
is going in. A friend might be distant and jealous, and wishing that he
or she had done the same. Tonight: Go along with someone else's
plans.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You'll be overanalyzing a situation and causing yourself a
problem. Let go of this issue. Someone you look up to could be in a
bad mood. You might not want to get into a tense discussion. A loved
•
one might challenge a wonderful idea. Tonight: Pace yourself.

270-293-4256

LEDGE
&TIME,

2
4
1
6

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

270-753-2905

Industrial/Commercial/Residential

3
8
5
4

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

458
3 1 7
296
5 7 2
68 1
9 4 3
8 34
7 25
16 9

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

12

NO POr ChaSe

82
3

3

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

ll Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

Answer to previous puzzle

,

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

1#0
,
)N BEAC
MINI

By Dave Green

HAI l'S WASTE
\•.Cl\1I NT

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
423inaiatteaThixitxt
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Nerds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Sodokc is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd *nth
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each aNumn and sacri
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the C,oncepas Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Limit 2
recipes
Per Person.

PO Box 1040, Murray,KY 4207

Murray State encourages degree completion with Project Graduate
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University is inviting adult students with 80 or more
college credit hours to enroll in classes to complete their bachelor's
degree in any of the spring, summer or fall 2016 semesters.
As a special incentive for those who applied during Project
Graduate Week, Sept. 28-Oct. 2, Murray State waived the application fee for eligible individuals.
Classes can be taken through the program on any of Murray
State's main or alternative campuses as well as online.
Project Graduate, created by the Council on Postsecondary
Education, is a statewide program geared toward serving the needs
of nontraditional students who wish to return to college for completion of an undergraduate degree, thereby elevating the skills and
employability of Kentucky's existing and potential work force.
David Vowell is a Murray State graduate who took the initiative
to return to school to earn his degree. "'This was an opportunity to
use my G.I. Bill to finish my degree so I could support my family

and serve as an example to my children," Vowel! said. "Coming
back to school at Murray State was an easy transition for me despite
my having been in the military for 10 years. The staff was very
helpful."
Vowell, who received a B.S. in criminal justice and psychology in
December 2014 from MSU, said he felt relieved when he reached
his goal of earning his degree. "It was a milestone achievement,
right there with other milestones in my life like getting married and
having the first child. I also feel more confident now, both person-

ally and professionally," he said.
"This is a great opportunity for those who weren't able to complete a degree for various reasons and now just need that extra push
or incentive to come back and meet their education goals. It can
happen and there are many resources available to assist them in
achieving those goals," Alison Marshal, program coordinator and
associate director of the Transfer Center, said.
Project Graduate applicants must contact Marshall at 270-8095796 to apply and for guidance through the process.•

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916,
email classifiethimurrayledger.com
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. —
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Camp W.O.W. co-manager Mark
Anderson and volunteer David
Stewart are shown installing insulation in one of the camp's cabins in
preparation for nearly
100
Abbeville, Louisiana residents to
arrive.
Calloway County Middle School
eighth grade Social Studies teacher
Dawn Smith has been named by the
Kentucky Council for Social
Studies as the recipient of the 2005
Outstanding Social Studies Teacher
Award.
The Calloway County High
School Laker Band rocked the city
of Louisville on Saturday competing in both the Louisville Male
High School Classic and Butler
Traditional High School contest
garnishing six top awards in the
KMEA-sponsored events.
Cheryl Crouch, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, spoke on "Stroke
Awareness" at the September meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Serving as
hostesses were Martha Broach,
Sally DuFord and Jan Hough.
Twenty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bazzell Jr.
were recently honored with a surprise family dinner at Seven Seas
Restaurant in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.
Pictured is Calloway County senior Brock Jones as he scored a firsthalf goal in the Laker's 2-0 victory
at St. Mary.
Candidates for Calloway County
High School Homecoming Queen
are Chanda Dawson, Michelle
Broadman, Killi Carson, Heather
Hutson, Kristine Hokans and Amy
Gibson.
After 14 months on the job,
Murray State University President
Dr. Kern Alexander is going to take
time for a formal inaugural ceremony.
Students from Murray Christian
Academy are pictured listening to
Johnnie Stockdale as he tells them
about fanning at Youth Ag Day.
Every fifth-grader in Calloway
County will have the opportunity to
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visit the farm of Rick and Stacy
Murdock to learn about farming at
the two-day event.
The Rev. William C. Homer was
recently installed as the new minister for First Christian Church in
Murray.
Thirty years ago
The name of Harry L. Crisp II is
the first message to flash across the
new message board in Roy Stewart
Stadium after a crane and workmen
lift the old scoreboard away from
the position it had occupied since
the stadium opened on Sept. 15.
Jody Bw-keen is shown jumping
for joy after scoring on a blocked
punt and Mark West intercepted two
passes and recovered a fumble to
help Murray High defeat Trigg
County 10-6.
Forty years ago
Mrs. Harry Sparks spoke at the
general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club on Sept. 29. Special
music was presented by the chorus
of the Murray Woman's Club with
Jane Prince as director and Kathy
Burchfield as pianist.
Ronda Kay Clark,daughter of Mr.
• Mrs. Wayne Wells Clark, is a
student at David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tennessee.
Fifty years ago
Lt. Col. Otis H. Erwin is pictured
receiving the United States Air
Force Commendation Medal at
Vandenberg AFB,California.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor of
Lynn Grove will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Oct. 10.
with a reception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Coffield Vance.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James H.Clayton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Smith, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen D. Gamer, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilhite, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Alton Collins
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Huie.
Sixty years ago
The freshman class of Lynn
Grove High School will present the
play "The Pest" on Oct. 7.

Wife's online snooping
reveals her lack of trust
DEAR ABBY: My wife used
the search feature for the Ashley
Madison emails and discovered
an old account I had signed up
for late one night, before we were
together. I had forgotten all about
it. When she brought it up. I panicked and lied because I was embarrassed, but immediately told her
what it was
She
was
upset, but I
explained the
situation and
that I hadn't
even thought
about it since
we have been
together.
Now I feel
hurt that she
didn't trust me
and felt the
By Abigail
need to check,
Van Buren
using
the
guise that "some emails were
hacked." But she didn't check hers,
just mine. I am upset that she
checked, as I have never done
anything to deserve this. How do
I get over it without starting a
huge fight? I am now more irritable and closed off, and this is
hurting our marriage. -- HURT
IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR HURT: Rather than
avoid a fight, tell your wife how
hurt you are that she felt she
needed to check up on you, and
insist this be discussed with the
help of a licensed marriage counselor so you can both lay your
cards on the table. You need to
understand why your first instinct
was to lie to her, and she needs
to level with you about why she
felt compelled to see if you were
in that database. There are times
when a confrontation can be
healthy, and this may be one of
them.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: Our beautiful,
talented teen daughter started cutting several years ago. She is getting help for her depression and

the bullying that contributed to
it, but she no sooner lets one set
of cuts heal than she makes more.
Sometimes I think she does it to
try to limit people's expectations
of her.
Abby, we talked to her about
drugs, sex, distracted driving, all
the things we thought were important, but cutting wasn't even on
our radar! We have now learned
cutting involves more than 14 percent of young girls, and to some
degree is a social issue, in that
they learn about cutting as a coping mechanism from each other.
At a young age it can seem exciting, edgy and rebellious -- even
a way to "fit in' with a group.
Please advise other parents to
talk to their children about this
and, please,'ask for feedback from
people who are former cutters.
She may listen to what they have
to say, as opposed to her dumb
old parents. -- HEARTBROKEN
MOM FROM ANYWHERE
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: If
your daughter is under a doctor's
care and continuing to harm herself, it's time to consult another
one because this one hasn't
addressed the root of her problem. If readers who have conquered a cutting addiction would
like to chime in on this. I will
either print their comments or forward them to you.
DEAR ABBY: A few days
before my boss's wife gave birth,
her father was tragically killed in
an airplane accident. I want to
congratulate my boss and his wife
on the birth of their daughter, but
I also want to pay respects to
her father's passing. What is the
etiquette in this case? -- HAPPY
AND SAD IN ITALY
DEAR HAPPY AND SAD:
The most diplomatic approach
would be to send your congratulations and your condolences separately rather than try to combine them.

Kids with family heart risk
should adopt healthy habits
DEAR DOCTOR K: I had
a heart attack in my 501, and so
did my dad. Heart disease obviously runs in the family. How
do I talk to my kids about what
this means for them?
DEAR READER: As a parent, you already know that taking care of your children is just
as (if not more) important as
taking care of
yourself. If
you have a
family history of heart
disease, that
means teaching your children
what
they can and
should do to
prevent heart
disease.
By
Family
Dr. Anthony
history
conKornaroff
tributes
to
heart risk in two ways. The first
is directly, through genes passed
from one generation to the next.
Genes affect many factors that
influence heart disease risk -- for
example, the level of LDL "bad"
cholesterol in your blood, your
blood pressure, how easily your
blood vessels relax, how easily
your blood clots, whether you have
pre-diabetes or diabetes, the level
of inflammation in your body,
and many more.
Genes, however, are not the
whole story. Families often share
the same diet, have the same
attitude toward physical activity,
live in the same area and belong
to the same culture. If your parents smoke, you're more likely
to smoke. All these factors may
also explain why heart disease
and stroke run in some families.
In other words, genes are not
destiny. I have a friend whose
father died in his early 50s of a
heart attack. That "gave him religion." Beginning in his early 30s,
he began to eat a healthy diet

Dr. Konsaroff

and became an avid runner. He
ran every day -- by which I
mean every single day, in rain,
sleet, hail or snow, for 30 years.
He's alive and power-walking,
now in his 70s. While I can't
prove it, I think his commitment
to a healthy lifestyle overcame
his genetic risk.
At the same time, while genes :
are not destiny, they greatly affect :
your nsk. That's why I would'
tell your kids that for them,
adopting a healthy lifestyle is
really important. Heart disease
runs in my family, and the way
my late father put it to me was:
"If you're really tall, you have
to worry every time you walk
through a door. If you're not really tall, you don't."
It's never too early to start
the discussion. If your kids haven't
yet reached young adulthood, it's
more important to reassure them
than to scare them. Say, "We
have heart disease in our family," and explain what that is.
And tell them that a healthy
lifestyle is proven to reduce the
risk.
There are different kinds of
heart disease, but I'm assuming
the kind that runs in your family is the most common: atherosclerosis. If so, ask your pediatrician if certain tests should be
performed on your kids -- like
blood cholesterol levels, or regular blood pressure testing -- that
might not be necessary in other
kids.
So, the message to your kids
is simple: Their genes do not doom
them to heart disease, but those
genes do make adopting a healthy
lifestyle very important.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)
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By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, October 5,
the 278th day of 2015. There are
87 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On October 5, 1947, President
Harry S. Truman delivered the
first televised White House address
as he spoke on the world food
crisis.
On this date:
In 1829, the 21st president of
the United States, Chester Alan
Arthur, was born in North Fairfield, Vermont.
In 1931, Clyde Pangborn and
E3

Et

Et L.

Hugh Herndon completed the first
non-stop flight across the Pacific
Ocean, arriving in Washington
state some 41 hours after leaving
Japan.
In 1953, Earl Warren was sworn
in as the 14th chief justice of the
United States, succeeding Fred M.
Vinson.
In 1974. the Irish Republican
Army bombed two pubs in Guildford, Surrey, England, resulting in
five deaths and dozens of injuries.
In 1984, the space shuttle Challenger blasted off from the Kennedy
Space Center on an 8-day mis-
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sion; the crew included Kathryn
D. Sullivan, who became the first
American woman to walk in space,
and Marc Gameau, the first Canadian astronaut.
In 1988. Democrat Lloyd
Bentsen lambasted Republican Dan
Quayle during their vice-presidential debate, telling Quayle, "Senator, you're no Jack Kennedy."
In 1990, a jury in Cincinnati
acquitted an art gallery and its
director of obscenity charges stemming from an exhibit of sexually graphic photographs by the late
Robert Mapplethorpe.
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(I SAW IN THE PAPER THAT
OCTOBER IS CHEESE PIZZA
MONTH!
YEP, I SAW
IT, TOO
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S000...ARE YOU GONNA DO
ANYTHING WILD AND CRAZY
7 TO CELEBRATE?

NOTHIN OUT OF
THE ORDINARY

▪ Large, plastic soda bottle.
THE CUT OF MY VEGGIES
* An unused cupcake stand.
Dear Readers: Here is this
* Tin cans hung sideways.
week's SOUND OFF, about
* An old plate, or a teacup and saucer.
frozen vegetables:
— Heloise
"My Sound Offis when frozen
vegetable blends or mixes are KARATE UNIFORM
Dear Heloise: My teenage son recently got a not cut in uniform sizes. There
will be some cut into pieces of new karate uniform. The problem is that the jackless than half an inch, while et (or gi) has been starched by the manufacturer. I :
others in the same bag will be have tried everything to soften it. I soaked it !
as big as golf balls. It is very overnight in vinegar, in hot wash cycles, and used
hard to cook the big pieces of bottles of liquid softener and fabric sheets. And
still this jacket could stand up on its own. Any
veggies without overcooking the small pieces." —
advice would be appreciated. — Kelley K., Leon
Grace W., via email
Grace, I hear you. I love bags of mixed veg- Springs, Texas
Kelley, it may or may not be "starch"; it could
gies, and always have some in the freezer. Yep, the
small pieces cook faster than the big chunks. Gen- just be the material and fiber blend. Let's review,
erally, the more expensive the bag, the better cuts for you and my other readers who may have a
of veggies. The big store-brand bags are really bits similar problem:
Read the CARE LABEL! Some say no hot water,:
and pieces. You could start cooking the big pieces,
use cool. Most say do NOT put in dryer on high
than add the small. — Heloise
PS.: Sometimes, I let the bag thaw in the refrig- heat. No chlorine bleach. No fabric softener, liquid
erator and nibble on the veggies as is — just like or sheets — it only coats the material more.
Try this: Soak the jacket in just plain cool water.
steamed, without the hassles. Tasty on a salad,
dipped in low-fat blue-cheese dressing or sprinkled Run the washer with no detergent. Soak overnight,
then run it through the longest wash cycle possiwith balsamic vinegar.
ble. This will give the sizing/starch more time to
TAG TROUBLES
Dear Heloise: I hate tags sticking out of my break down. Do this two or three times. No other
clothes. I use a small notebook and write down the clothing with it, either.
All say NO dryer, so try to hang it to dry, or
garment and care instructions. That way, I can take
out the tags. Sometimes I just tape the tag to the use the lowest heat setting for a longer time.
Depending on the gi, it may have padded areas:
page. — Nan P. in New Hampshire
for protection. You don't want those spots soft! Ask
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other items to. use as bird feed- the instructor for a recommendation. Too soft, not
good; too stiff, not good. — Heloise
ers:
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
* An empty milk carton.

by
Heloise
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ACROSS
1
5
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
31
32
34
37
38
39
40
41

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
15
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27

Alcove
Facts and figures
Bio. or chem.
Took the title
Hepburn of "Charade"
Court doings
Doles (out)
Pack down
Bun worn on the head
Worry
Owns
Spades or clubs
Soup buy
Sales goals
Pressing
Pamper
Cheristks

Book parts
Turn to slush
Lett over
October birthstone
Commotion
Guidebook feature

28
29
30
33
35
36

Look after
Try for a fly
Craze
Tennis setting
Make law
Mumbai's nation
1935 Astaire movie
Ewe's mate
Pennsylvania port
Beneficial
Toronto-to-D.C. dir.
Uses an aerosol
Veggies for picklers
Attractively old-fashioned
Topper
Seek aid from
Fizzy drink
Glutton
Head honcho
Group of top players
San Diego player
"A Fish Called —"
Van Gogh's home in France
Haft
Noted Virginia family
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NCAA WOMEN'S SOCCER: MURRAY STATE 4, SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 1

Staff Report
Murray State scored four
goals in the first 38 minutes of a
4-1 Ohio Valley Conference victory against Southeast Missouri
on Sunday at Cutchin Field.
The Racers (7-4-0 overall,
3-0-0 OVC) took a 4-0 lead
over the Redhawks (6-5-2, 1-21) on a pair of goals from Murray native Taylor Richerson and
tallies from Taylor Stevens and
Caroline Ashton.
"The offense is something
we have been working on all
week. We have made some little tweaks here-and-there and
they girls really bought into
it," MSU head coach Jeremy
Groves said."We knew that we
are capable of doing this. It's

great to see that we're doing it
on game day."
The Racers are off to their
best league start since 2008,
when Murray State began 4-00. MSU is currently tied with
Tennessee Tech for first place in
the OVC.
Richerson and Stevens handed MSU a 2-0 on goals that
were scored 2 minutes apart.
On assists from Rebecca
Bjorkvall and Harriet Withers,
Richerson took a pass at the
20-yard mark, dribbled toward
the net and delivered a shot that
went past Redhawks goalkeeper
Kindra Lierz in the 16th minute.
Withers' corner kick in the
18th minute went to Stevens,
whose header turned into Murray State's second goal of the

match.
The Racers led 3-0 in the
25th minute, when Richerson
took a pass from Aaron Lankster and deposited a low shot
into the net.
Ashton gave MSU a commanding 4-0 lead in the 38th
minute, when she kicked in a
rebound after a header from Stevens missed its mark.
Groves said Murray State
has an attack that features a variety of scorers.
"I am confident that we have
four, five and six players who
can contribute to our offense by
scoring goals," Groves said.
Withers (six) is MSU's leading goal-scorer, while Richerson (four), Stevens (three), Marissa Burroughs (two), Ashton

(two), Rachel Foxley (one) and
Destiny White (one) have also
added tallies.
Southeast Missouri's Jenna
Collingridge broke up thi shutout in the 77th minute on shot
from center that ended up in the
bottom left corner of the net.
Murray State dominated the
match with a 17-6 edge in shots
and a 12-4 advantage in shots
on-goal. The Racers led 8-4 in
corner kicks.
Goalkeeper Alex Steigerwald (2-1-0) made three saves
to preserve MSU's victory.
Lienz had eight saves for the
Redhawks.
The Racers begin a fourmatch road trip at Belmont at 4
p.m. Friday in Nashville. Tenn.

Murray State's
Harriet Withers,
left, and Taylor
Richerson hug
after Richerson scored
the first goal
of the Racers'
4-1 Ohio Valley
Conference win
over Southeast Missouri
on Sunday at
Cutchin Field.
MSU Sports
Information

NCAA FOOTBALL: SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 27, MURRAY STATE 10

PREP SPORTS
ROUNDUP

Offense deceives MS

MSU compiles 535 total yards, scores 10 points in loss
By JEFF ARM
Sports Editor
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — Murray State had no trouble moving the ball
up-and-down the field against Southeast
Missouri on Saturday at Houck Stadium.
The problem for the Racers was converting 535 yards of total offense into
points during a 27-10 Ohio Valley Conference loss to the Redhawks.
"We didn't play very well in any facet
of the game and we have a lot of corrections that we have to make." MSU head
coach Mitch Stewart said. "The good

about this game is that the sun will rise
tomorrow and we will have a chance to
make those corrections after watching
the film."
Stewart mentioned the likely possibility of changes to the Racers' lineup.
"We will get everything corrected as
long as we have the mindset of humbleness about us. We have to open to the
criticisms about us and about changes
that will be made. We will take this defeat and move forward," Stewart said.
Murray State entered the red zone five
times and scored on only two trips.
The Racers took the game-opening

kickoff and drove 80 yards to the Southeast Missouri 1, where KD Humphries'
fourth-down pass went to Drew Rutland.
The MSU tight end made the grab, but
fumbled the ball forward into the end
zone, where the Redhawks took control
of it with a touchback.
Trailing 17-10 in the third quarter,
Murray State marched 70 yards on seven
plays to the Southeast Missouri 10. On
fourth down,the Racers turned to newly
promoted kicker Connor Mitchell, who
missed a 27-yard field goal attempt to the
right.
Down 24-10 entering the fourth guar-

ter, three MSU possessions did not end
well.
On fourth-and-l9 at the Redhawks'
30. Humphries threw incomplete to Jeremy Harness with 12:43 left. Then, on
fourth-and-goal at the Southeast Missouri 4, Harness carried the ball and
was dropped for a 10-yard loss as 5:17
remained.
After Ryan McCrum's 30-yard field
goal made it 27-10 Redhawks with 2:28
left, Humphries was intercepted by Michael Ford at the Southeast Missouri 42.
•See PAGE 11

NCAA VOLLEYBALL: RACERS 3, COLONELS 0

Staff Report

Bedard led the Racers with

28 assists in the win, while Ellie
RICHMOND — The Murray
State volleyball team hit a season-best .393 overall during a
25-14,25-16,25-16 Ohio Valley
Conference sweep of Eastern
Kentucky on Saturday.
The Racers, who improved to
13-1 overall and 3-0 in the OVC,
recorded their third consecutive
sweep.
Scottie Ingram led MSU with
11 kills in the win and, along
with Alyssa LeIm, had two service aces to lead the squad. Taylor Olden added nine kills and
hit .500 while LeIm chipped in
SIX more. Overall, Murray State
had a balanced attack as Kristen
Besselsen added five kills, Olivia Chaunan had four and Sam
Bedard and Audrey Lewis each
had three.

Lorenz racked up a team-best 15
digs from her libero position and
is now just 25 away from joining
the 1,000-dig club at MSU.Olden added nine digs and Ingram
had eight in the match.
Murray State held the Colonels to just a .047 attack percentage and also had nine service aces to EKU's four. Eastern
Kentucky had five total blocks
while the Racers had two.
After having their first 14
matches of the season on the
road,the Racers will finally play
three contests at Racer Arena
this week. MSU hosts Austin
Peay at 7 p.m. Wednesday before and Eastern Illinois and SIU
Edwardsville travel to Murray
•
this weekend.

MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Ellie Lorenz (18) attempts to make a play during an Ohio Valley Conference
match Saturday at Eastern Kentucky University in Richnilond.

•Rac
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Tigers
blanked
by Red
Devils
Staff Report

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Roman Clay breaks free during a run against Southeast Missouri during an Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Murray St
plete agair

OWENSBORO — Murray High was shut out for the
fourth time this season during
a 4-0 defeat at Owensboro on
Saturday.
The Tigers (6-12-0), who
have scored two goals in their
last four matches, have tallied
five goals in their last seven
contests.
On
Saturday, Nicholas
Brake, Mayes McFarland,Evan
Richardson and Cole Tapp
scored goals for the Red Devils (7-5-3). McFarland. Kenyon
Tapp and Luis Cruz had assists.
Murray High went 4-1
during its run to the All-A Classic State Tournament semifinals, but is 2-11 in all other
matches this season. The Tigers went 1-7 in district play in
2015.
MHS hosts its final two regular season matches this week
with Lyon County (7 p.m.
Tuesday) and Christian County
(7:15 p.m. Thursday) coming
to the Mallary France Soccer
Complex.
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CROSS COUNTRY
Fenton Dawson
Invitational
CADIZ — Four Murray
High runners competed at the
Fenton Dawson Invitational on
Saturday.
Claire Wilson led the Lady
Tigers with an eighth-place effort in 24 minutes. Sunny Rogers ended up 19th with an effort
of 30:43.
Charlie Gannon topped the
Tigers by placing 14th in 19:35.
Cody Rogers finished 20th in
19:50.

Marshal Mad Dash
BENTON — Cameron Cooper led the Calloway County
Lakers with a fourth-place performance at the Mad Marshal
Dash on Thursday.
Cooper
completed
the
3,200-meter course in 10:54.89,
just 0.58 seconds off the pace
of third-place finisher Alex
Schell of Madisonville-North
Hopkins.
Edward Luo finished 82nd
for CCHS in 15:04, while
teammate Jamison Moorehead
ended up 91st in 17:25.
The Lady Lakers (130
points) finished sixth among
seven teams in the girls standings. Paducah Tilghman scored
59 points to win the team title.
Calloway County competed
with Audrey Jeziorski (27th in
15:23), Sarai McCallon (29th
in 15:29), Jessica Wicker (34th
in 15:33), Jenna Morgan (36th
in 15:41), Katie Allen (38th in
15:57), Cheslee Wilson (52nd
in 17:37), Madison Tipton
(56th in 17:55), Kati Wyant
(67th in 19:31), Melanie Gabriel(68th in 19:32), Mayra Patraca (72nd in 20:09) and Lauren
Mott (73rd in 21:07). IN
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Kentucky avoids letdown
against Eastern Kentucky
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TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Janawski Davis watches as pass from teammare KD Humphries falls incomplete against Southeast Missouri on Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.

II Racers...
From PAGE 10
"We can't score in the red
zone and we can't afford to go
down there and kick field goals
because we can't make those,either," Steward said.
Humphries, who threw for
363 yards on 37 of 59 passing,
saw his nine-game streak of
tossing at least one TD come to
an end. He was sacked only once
and hurried 11 times by the Redhawks defense.
The Racers' offense sputtered all game long in third- and
fourth-down situations. Murray
State went 3 of 15 on third down
and 1 of 4 on fourth down. The
Racers led 7-0 after one quarter
before the Redhawks took the
lead for good before halftime.
Roman Clay, who produced
his first 100-yard rushing effort
for MSU this season, scored
from 7 yards out with 1:59 left
in the fitrst quarter. He ended up
with 148 yards on 16 carries.
Southeast Missouri trailed
7-3 after Ryan McCrum kicked
a 25-yard field goal with 12:31
left in the first half.
Redhawks'
the
Then,
self-proclaimed 'Dynamic Duo'
emerged to terrorize the Murray State defense. Wide receiver Paul McRoberts (12 catches,
117 yards) and running back
Tremane McCullough (27 carries, 220 yards) provided Racers
defenders with more than one
option to stop.
"That's going to be their
game plan until with everybody

they play until another team can
shut them down," Steward said
of McRoberts and McCullough.
"Until they play somebody who
can shut them down at the same
time, Southeast Missouri is going to be successful. We couldn't
get a handle on them."
McRoberts hauled in a 24yard touchdown pass from
freshman quarterback Dante
Vandeven (16 of 25, 221 yards)
with 5:01 to go before intermission, lifting Southeast Missouri
to a 10-7 halftime lead.
The Redhawks (2-3 overall, 1-0 OVC) went ahead 17-7
early in the third quarter on a
3-yard TD run by McCullough,
who reached the end zone at the
11:26 mark.
Mitchell drilled a 21-yard
field to give MSU its only other points in the game at the
5:10 mark of the third quarter.
ThXt-tdck capped a 13-play, 67yard drive for the Racers, who
trimmed their deficit to 17-10.
The momentum took a huge
swing after Mitchell missed his
field goal attempt from 27 yards.
On the ensuing Southeast Missouri drive, Vandeven connected with McRoberts on back-toback acrobatic receptions in the
final minute of the third quarter.
McRoberts gave the Redhawks a first-and-goal by catching a ball that he tipped to himself in midair during a head-first
dive. One play later, Vandeven
threw again to McRoberts, who
caught an 8-yard touchdown
pass by tip-toeing in the back

left corner of the end zone.
Murray State (1-4, 0-2) will
attempt to break its four-game
losing streak a 3 p.m. Saturday, when the Racers celebrate
homecoming by hosting Austin
Peay in an OVC game. II
SE MISSOURI 27,
MURRAY STATE 10
Murray Stele
7 0 3 0 - 10
SE Missouri
0 10 14 3 - V
SCORING SUMMARY
First Quarter
MSU: Roman Clay 7 run (Connor Mitchel
kick), 1:59.
Second Quarter
SEMo: Ryan McGurn 25 heid goal,
12:31.
SEMo: Paul McRoberts 24 pass from
Dante Vandeven (Ryan McCrum kick), 5:01.
Tird Quarter
SEMo: Tremane McCullough 3 rui (Ryan
McCrum kick), 11:26.
MSU: Connor Mitchell 21 field goal, 5:10.
SEMo: Paul McRoberts 8 pass from Dante Vandeven (Ryan McCrurn kick), 0:24.
Fourth ()wider
SEMo: Ryan McCrum 1018
1erir
cioal, 2:35.
TEAM STA
MSU
SEMo
First Downs
28
21
Total Yards
4
29Ruishes-Yarcls
Passing Yards
37
Yards
Punts-Avg
5-39.6
5-48.2
Fumbles-Lost
3-1
0-0
Penalties-Yards
2-24
3-30
Time of Possession
27:39
3221
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING: Murray State(Roman Clay 16148, Marcus Holliday 5-15, KO Hurnphies
3-14, Nick Taylor 2-5, Ctris Mete 2-0, Jeremy Harness 1 -(minus 10)); Southeast MMsoun (Tremens McCullough 27-220, Dante
Vandeven 13-46, Brendan Stewart 3-7, Tyler McLemore 1-5, Darius Darden-Box 1-3,
Lewis Washington 1-2, TEAM 4-(rrinus 9)).
PASSING: Murray State (KD Humphries
37-59-1-363); Southeast Missoun (Dante
Vandeven 16-25-1-221).
RECEIVING: Murray State (Jeremy Harness 12-117, Paul Rice 9-79, Janawsla
Davis 7-82, Jesse Blackburn 5-65, Pokey
Harris 2-11, Roman Clay 1-8, Drew Rutland
1-1); Southeast Missoun (Paul McRoberts
8-169, Tremane McCullough 4-18, Peter
Uoyd 2-10, LevAs Washington 1-13, Tyler
McLernore 1-11).

LEXINGTON — Kentucky
coach Mark Stoops admitted he
was worried in the final seven
minutes of regulation with the
Wildcats facing a 14-point deficit to FCS opponent Eastern
Kentucky.
But Kentucky rallied with
two touchdowns before the end
of regulation and another in
overtime to defeat the Colonels
34-27 and avoid a stunning upset.
Patrick Towles led the
charge, finishing with 329
yards passing and three touchdown passes, including one in
the final minute of regulation
and one in overtime.
Although his coach was nervous,Towles remained calm in
the midst of a storm.
"We are going to fight no
matter who we are playing,"
Towles said."We were not going to give up."
Stoops admitted "it wasn't
looking good" for his squad,
which has won all four of its
games by eight points or less.
"lam human," he said."We
were not playing very well on
either side of the ball."
The Wildcats (4-1) trailed
27-13 lead with 7:39 remaining.
but JoJo Kemp's 7-yard TD run
with 4:59 remaining followed
by Towles' 5-yard touchdown
pass to Dorian Baker with 52
seconds left in regulation tied
the score.
Eastern Kentucky (2-2) got
the ball back and ran out the
clock,forcing the extra period.
The momentum carried over
into overtime for the Wildcats.
Towles' 3-yard pass to Baker
on Kentucky's first series gave
them the touchdown they needed. The Wildcats stopped Eastern Kentucky on four downs to
end the contest.

Saturday as Arkansas defeated Tennessee 24-20 to snap a
three-game skid and end its
recent history of frustration in
close games.
Tennessee (2-3, 0-2 SEC)
has lost three of its last four
games and has blown a
two-touchdown lead in each of
those setbacks. The Volunteers
now find themselves at a crossroads with No. 8 Georgia and
No. 13 Alabama looming as
their next two opponents.
"Our competitive character is being tested," Tennessee
coach Butch Jones said. "Our
fortitude is being tested. All
you can do is keep working and work your way through it."
Tennessee
already
had squandered a 24-10
fourth-quarter lead in a 31-24
overtime loss to No. 15 Oklahoma and a 27-14 advantage in
the final period of a 28-27 loss
to No. 25 Florida.
This time, the Vols didn't
wait until the fourth quarter to
let a two-touchdown edge slip
away. Arkansas erased an early
14-0 deficit and took the lead
for good on Collins' 1-yard
burst that capped the opening
possession of the second half.
"It's definitely frustrating,"
Tennessee safety Brian Randolph said."I know it's frustrating for the fans. We've just got
to learn how to finish."
The Razorbacks (2-3, 1-1)
entered the night having lost
their last 10 games decided by
seven points or less, with nine
of those defeats coming since
Bret Bielema took over the program in 2013.

including a 68-yard scoring
sprint in the opening quarter, to
lead a strong ground attack for
the Cardinals (2-3, 1-1 ACC).
He also threw for a 20-yard
touchdown to Devante Peete in
the second, giving the Cards a
14-0 lead on a day when they
remained in firm control from
the start.
Put simply, Louisville could
run the ball and N.C. State —
which came in with the nation's
No. 16 rushing offense at 259
yards per game— couldn't
against a trenches-controlling
front. The Wolfpack ran for 45
of the team's 228 total yards in
a game played in sporadically
heavy rain.
The final stop illustrated
that. N.C. State (4-1, 0-1) got
the ball back at its own 5 with
1:45 left, but Burgess stuffed
leading rusher Matt Dayes
three plays later on a fourthand-1 run to seal it.

Western Kentucky 49,
Rice 10

HOUSTON — Brandon
Doughty threw for 409 yards
and four first-half touchdowns
to lead Western Kentucky to a
49-10 win over Rice on Saturday.
D'Andre Ferny added two
touchdown runs for the Hilltoppers (4-1, 2-0 Conference
USA), who piled up 504 yards.
Doughty finished 28 of 38
and moved into the top 100 in
NCAA for career passing yards
with 9,800. He connected with
Taywan Taylor for 10 yards,
Jared Dangerfield for 39 and
Antwane Grant for 45 in the
Louisville 20,
first quarter. In the second he
connected with Tyler Higbee
NC State 13
for 30 yards to make it 28-3.
RALEIGH, N.C. — Lamar
Doughty has thrown for
Jackson had plenty of running 400-plus yards in six of his last
lanes for Louisville, while his seven games ,with an average
defensive teammates closed of 356 yards in the first half of
up just about every hole North the last three after having 343
Arkansas 24,
State could find.
Carolina
against Rice.
Tennessee 20
,.
j _ae freshman quarterback
Western Kentucky turned
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
d threw for touchdowns_ live Rice (2-3, 0-t) turnovers
Another week, another blown .5..40 *Ip the Cardinals beat the
_
into touchdowns.
two-touchdown lead for Ten- • Woifpack 20-13 on Saturday,
Darmontre Warr also ran
nessee.
avoiding an 0-2 start in Atlantic for a Western Kentucky touchAlex Collins rushed for 154 Coast Conference play.
down...
yards and two touchdowns
Jackson ran for 121 yards,
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MLB: ATLANTA 6-2, CARDINALS 0-0
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SPORTS ON TV
NFL
7:15 p.m.
ESP?' — Demyt at Seattle

HOME• AUTO • LIFE
NASCAR: SPRINT CUP

Harvick dominates at Dover,
advances in Chase competition
Paul Menard and Clint Bowthe third automatic berth in the
12-driver Chase for the Sprint yer also were eliminated as the
Chase field was sliced from 16
DOVER.Del. — Kevin liar- Cup championship field.
"Never quit. That's why right to 12. Four more drivers will be
vick stood by his confetti-coated
car and used it as a resting spot here, guys," Harvick said over eliminated in the next three-race
for a couple of crushed beer the radio as he took the check- segment that starts next week at
Charlotte Motor Speedway.
cans, when his crew belted out a ered flag.
Joe Gibbs Racing drivers
Harvick's title defense lives
catchy rallying cry.
Denny Hamlin and Matt Kenseth
"I believe that we will win! on.
Jimmie Johnson's bid for a had already earned berths in the
I believe that we will win! I berecord-tying seventh champi- next round with wins in the first
lieve that we will win!"
onship came to a shocking end two Chase races. Carl Edwards
Believe it.
Harvick has mastered his when a busted part sent the No. also advanced along with Joey
Game 7 races, nerves steeled 48 Chevrolet to the garage and Logan°, Ryan Newman, Kurt
and never rattled from any pres- sent him plummeting in the Busch,Brad Keselowski, Martin
Truex Jr., Jeff Gordon and Kyle
sure that should come in a must- standings.
NASCAR had the drama Busch.
win spot.
They all had a shot at knockHe delivered one more time it craved Sunday when it reout Harvick.
last
ing
format
to
its
had
playoff
he
vamped
race
a
and dominated
Now, they all have to deal
win to advance to the second season. Dale Earnhardt. Jr.
round of NASCAR's playoffs. earned the final transfer spot down the stretch with a driver
Mired in 15th in the standings, over Jamie McMurray on a tie- who has led 571 of 700 laps run
Harvick went out and led 355 breaker. Earnhardt finished third the last two weeks. That's bad
laps Sunday at Dover Interna- and McMurray was fourth on news for the field.
tional Speedway and earned Sunday.
The Associated Press

NFL ROUNDUP

Gurley leads Rams past
Cardinals in second half
The Associated Press
GLENDALE, Ariz. — Todd
Gurley rushed for all but 2 of
146 yards in the second half and
the Rams held on to hand the
Cardinals their first loss of the
season with a 24-22 decision.
Gurley, the Rams' first-round
draft pick, saw his most extensive action as a pro and his
52-yard run set up the winning
touchdown.
Nick Foles threw for three
touchdowns, two after Arizona
turnovers.and St. Louis'defense
held the Cardinals (3-1) to field
goals on four of five trips inside
the red zone.
Arizona had a third-and-2 at
the Rams 43 in the final minutes,
but Carson Palmer overthrew receivers on consecutive plays to
turn the ball over on downs.
The Rams (2-2) are 2-0
against the NFC West.

Falcons 48, Texans 21
ATLANTA — Devonta Freeman scored three touchdowns
and the Atlanta Falcons remained unbeaten, romping to a
48-21 victory over the hapless
Houston Texans on Sunday.
Freeman, who took over as
the starting running back after rookie Tevin Coleman sustained a rib injury in Week 2,has
scored six TDs in the last two
games. The FaMons improved
to 4-0 for only the fourth time in
club history.

Saints 26,Cowboys 20,01
NEW ORLEANS — Drew
Brees hit CJ.Spitler with a'short
pass that the running back turned
into an 80-yard touchdown —
the 400th of the Saints quarterback's career — on the second
play of overtime. and New Orleans won for the first time this
season.
Brees, who missed New Orleans' previous game because of
a bruised rotator cuff in his right
(throwing) shoulder, completed
32 of 39 throws for 279 yards in
his return. Mark Ingram gained
126 yards from scrimmage, and
Khiry Robinson had a 1-yard
touchdown run for New Orleans
(1-3).

and Josh Norman returned one down pass to Pierre Garcon with
of Carolina's four interceptions 26 seconds left for Washington.
Starting at their own 10 with
of Jameis Winston for his second
a little more than six minutes
TD of the season.
Newton tossed scoring pass- remaining. the Redskins (2-2)
es of 6 and 12 yards to Ted drove 90 yards on 15 plays to
Ginn Jr. A week after making a take the lead for good in a backgame-saving interception in the and-forth game.
end zone against New Orleans,
Bears 22, Raiders 20
Norman scored on a 46-yard run
back and later returned a another
CHICAGO — Jay Cutler
pick 34 yards to set up a second
for two touchdowns and
threw
TD.
redeemed himself following an
interception by helping set up
Packers 17,49ers 3
a 49-yard field goal by Robbie
SANTA CLARA, Calif. — Gould with 2 seconds left for
Aaron Rodgers passed for 224 Chicago.
It was the Bears' first win unyards and a touchdown, ran 17
yards to set up a key second-half der coach John Fox.
score, and the Packers are off to
Giants 24, Bills 10
their first 4-0 start in four years.
a
caught
Rodgers
Richard
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y.
9-yard touchdown pass on the
Rashad Jennings broke
—
game's opening drive before
a 51Rodgers got his team going in three tackles to score on
midway
catch
touchdown
yard
the second half after a slow befor
ginning to snap a four-game through the fourth quarter
York.
New
losing streak to San Francisco,
Eli Manning went 20 of 35
which included a pair of playoff
212 yards and three touchfor
defeats.
downs for the Giants (2-2). New
York's defense did the rest with
Broncos 27, Vikings 20
Prince Amukamara stripping reDENVER — Brandon Mc- ceiver Robert Woods of the ball
Manus kicked a 39-yard field to force a fumble with 3:41 left.
goal with 1:51 left and Denver
Colts 16, Jaguars 13,01
had seven sacks.
Von Miller smothered the
INDIANAPOLIS — Adam
loose ball after T.J. Ward's sackkicked a 27-yard field
Vinatieri
strip of Teddy Bridgewater in
4:36 left in overtime
with
goal
the
the closing seconds, sealing
an NFL rewin for the unbeaten Broncos to give Indianapolis
win
consecutive
15th
ng
cord-tyi
(4-0), who got a 72-yard touchdown run from Ronnie Hillman. over a division opponent.
The 1972-73 Miami Dolphins
Chargers 30, Browns 27 also win 15 straight. II
SAN DIEGO — Rookie Josh
Lambo got his first game-winning kick in the NFL. Given a
second chance due to a penalty.
Lambo kicked a 34-yard field
goal as time expired, lifting the
San Diego Chargers to a 30-27
victory against the Cleveland
Browns on Sunday, snapping a
two-game losing streak.
Lambo was wide right on a
39-yard attempt with :02 left,
but Cleveland's Tramon Williams was whistled for offside.
Lambo then hit his third field
goal of the game.

ATLANTA — TheSt. Louis
Cardinals enter the postseason
with 100 wins — and a 27-inning scoreless streak for their
batters.
Matt Wisler pitched four-hit
ball over 8 2/3 innings, and the
Atlanta Braves beat St. Louis
2-0 Sunday to complete a doubleheader sweep.
St. Louis was held to seven
hits in the doubleheader, which
included a 6-0 loss to Shelby
Miller in the first game that
ended Miller's 24-start winless
streak. The Braves won 4-0 Friday.
"We hate to lose every
game," Cardinals manager
Mike Matheny said.
St. Louis, which won its
third straight NL Central title,
opens the Division Series at
home Friday against the Chicago Cubs or Pittsburgh.
Matheny tried to give certain
starters rest. He also was wary
of a wet field following a weekend of rain at Turner Field.
"We tried to make sure we
did everything we could to get
guys rest, to get guys off the
soggy field," Matheny said.
adding he tried to -eliminate
injury."
Added Matheny: "Once
again, it doesn't matter to me
who you put out there, I want to
put some runs together."
Jason Heyward, who sat
out the second game after having one hit in two at-bats in
the opener, said the conditions
made him "cranky."
"I don't necessarily like a series or situation like that," Heyward said. "I'm kind of geared
toward one mindset, to win and
to be playing for something."
Wisler (8-8) won each of
his last three starts, allowing a
combined three runs.
Pinch-hitter Brandon Moss
doubled with one out in the

ninth to become the Cardinals'
first runner in scoring position off Wisler. Jon Jay hit a
groundout to first, Torwny
Pharn walked and Edwin Jackson struck out Randal Grichuk
to end the game.
Hector Olivera's single
drove in Michael Bourn in the
first off Lance Lynn (12-11),
who allowed one run and seven
hits in five innings.
Miller held his former Cardinals teammates to three hits
through eight innings.
"As a team, we haven't been
this excited in a long time,"
Braves manager Fredi Gonzalez said.
Miller's drought was the
longest in the majors since
Chris Volstad's 24-game streak
from July 17, 2011 to Aug. 19,
2012. It was the longest streak
by a Braves starting pitcher
since the team moved to Atlanta in 1966.
"You don't expect to go
out there and finish that well,"
Miller said, adding he couldn't
avoid talk of his streak.
Miller(6-17) struck out seven and walked three. He had
been 0-16 since winning at Miami on May 17 despite a 3.83
ERA in that span. He finished
with a 3.02 ERA, best among
Atlanta starters, and topped 200
innings for the first time.
John Lackey (13-10) allowed three runs over four innings in a postseason tuneup.

mg Atlanta 100
Remeasbering 1990
Atlanta finished with 67
wins, under 70 wins in a full
season for the first time since
1990, when it was 65-97.
The Braves were 68-46 in the
strike-shortened 1994 season.
The attendance of 31,441 left
the season total at 2001.391,
allowing the Braves to barely
avoid finishing below 2 tnillion
for the first time since 1990.
The 2014 total was 2.354,305.

Trainer's Room
Cardinals: RF Stephen Piscotty was 0 for 4 in the first
game in his return to the lineup six days after he sustained
a concussion in an outfield
collision with teammate Peter
Bowjos.
Braves: C Ryan Lavarnway
started both games because
of injuries to catchers Christian Bethancourt (thumb) and
AJ. Pierzynski (knee shin).
Despite his injury, Pierzynski
emerged from the center-field
wall during the tool mascot
race between the fifth and sixth
innings of the second game.
He leveled the paint brush and
hammer characters with body
blocks. Seeing this, the smallest character,"Phil the bucket,"
turned around and ran back to
the start line in the right-field
tunnel. II

Redskins 23, Eagles 20
LANDOVER. Md. — Kirk
Cousins threw a 4-yard touch-
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A Good 100
St. Louis (100-62) had its
first 100-win season since
2005, when the Cardinals finished 100-62.

A Less Impressive 100
The Braves finished last in
the majors in homers. Adonis
Garcia hit two homers and Andrelton Simmons added a tworun drive in the first game, giv-

READ US
ONLINE:
www.muffayledger.com

HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full-time position. Prefer
someone with experience with an offset printing press but will train
the right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and down ladders, able to lift up to
50 IDs.

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time pos,
tion with the opportunity to grow into a full-time position. This is a
midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able to
lift up to 25 lbs.
APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger &Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO: dstom(@murrayledger.com
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Jets 27, Dolphins 14

LONDON — Chris Ivory ran
a career-high 166 yards and
for
DalAndy
—
CINCINNATI
Fitzpatrick threw for 218.
Ryan
ton added to his streak of imand one intertouchdown
one
plays,
pressive games and big
Jets at Wemthrowing a 55-yard touchdown ception to lead the
first division
the
in
Stadium
bley
pass on the run. and Cincinnati
game played in London.
stayed unbeaten.
Miami's Ndarnukong Suh,
The Bengals (4-0) matched
highest-paid defensive playthe
franchise
in
start
the third-best
league history, had three
in
er
history,two wins shy of the club
— the first in the third
tackles
record.
quarter — and no sacks.

TAMPA, Fla. — Cam Newton threw for two touchdowns

The Associated Press

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Bengais 36, Chiefs 21

Panthers 37, Bucs 23

Braves sweep Cardinals as
Miller stops losing streak
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Come meet our
friendly,
knowledgeable
sales staff.
We can help you find
your next car!
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The Parker Ford Sales Team!
Nick Cook, Ryan Parker Noland, Tim Hilbrecht
& Ron Wright
Stop by and see us or call us today!

701 Vain St. I Murray, Ky I 270.753.5273 I www.ParkerFord.com
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